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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
To

the Trustees and Overseers of

Bowdoin College:

have the honor to submit the following report for the academic
year 1970-1971.
I

The Financial Squeeze of

I.

At
lege

1971

the time I wrote the President's Report last spring, the Col-

was experiencing one kind of

crisis,

the so-called Events of

May. This year has increased the realization that the College has
been experiencing another kind of crisis, a financial squeeze of
severe proportions.
this crisis

The

fact that the College

alone does not provide

it

is

not experiencing

with any extensive comfort.

The

Carnegie Commission has estimated that about two-thirds of

all

United States colleges and universities are either currently in financial difficulty

The

or headed for financial trouble.

Association of

American Colleges has indicated on the basis of a survey of more
than five hundred colleges that the average college experienced a
small deficit in 1968-1969, saw that deficit quintupled in 19691970, and expects an even larger deficit in 1970-1971. The current
financial situation at

Bowdoin College

reflects

the accuracy of these

worrying national trends.
In retrospect, the College survived
is

its crisis

of last year well. It

probably true that few people were really happy with what

tually transpired during those trying days.

ac-

A small minority would

have brought the College and its educational concerns to a total
halt. Others would have had the College deal vindictively with any-

one unwilling to attend to business as usual. In a time of great
stress and emotion, the College reacted on the whole with dignity
and with calm. Given the realistic possibilities for action in the
midst of those tensions,

I

believe that the College did steer a course

accommodate the needs and desires of various
groups on the campus without sacrificing its essential identity as an
that enabled

it

to

educational institution.

Through experiencing those events, many discovered for the first
time what a fragile institution a liberal arts college is. By its very
nature the college must assume that its members are people of open
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minds and good will who are prepared to explore with mutual respect the ideas and values competing for recognition and judgment
in this world.

In the course of that

month and

came evident to many people that

in the following

weeks

it

be-

the extremes of both the Left and

the Right were unwilling to ensure the freedom necessary for a
college to survive. This awareness of the fragility of our enterprise

and of the threat to tolerance which passion, no matter how well
intended, can achieve, came as an important realization to many.
This insight cannot account in itself for the relative calm prevailing on college campuses, including Bowdoin, this spring. But it is
certainly as important as any of the factors today which are shaping the conduct of young men and women, growing up in a nation
unhappily at war and increasingly at odds with itself over that war.
The financial crisis, which we are now experiencing, is both more
pervasive in its impact and more difficult to resolve than the perhaps

more dramatic events of

last spring. It is true that financial

lems did not suddenly appear

at

Bowdoin College

this year,

prob-

though

the extent of those problems did dramatically increase. For a

ber of years the annual rate of growth of expenses has been

num-

signifi-

cantly greater than the annual rate of growth of income, and this

has been reflected in a
extends over a

As

College which

now

number of years.

the College has sought to remain in the front rank of educa-

expanded expenditure in
The development of computer facilities, the enrich-

tional institutions

many

deficit situation at the

areas.

ment of

it

has, of necessity,

the library, the provision of adequate student services, the

development of a broader curriculum, have

all

contributed major

shares to the increased levels of collegiate expenditure.

of factors

now make

this sort of

A number

growth which characterized the

The simple fact is that the
The substantial funds which

previous decade impossible to sustain.

boom

years for education are over.

were available for education almost for the asking in the early
1960s are now being deployed elsewhere to meet other social concerns and problems. The general economic condition of the country
has added to the financial woes of its colleges and universities. The
inflation-recession which the country is experiencing has contributed
both to mounting expenses and to reduced levels of giving. A com-
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plicated set of tax reforms has further inhibited the exercise of pri-

must note the general public reacagainst the disorder which characterized many American

vate philanthropy. Finally, one
tion

campuses in the latter part of the decade. Put together, these factors
have created an economic climate in which it is becoming increasingly difficult for the educational institution to survive.

The

problems of some of the nation's greatest centers of
learning, such as Columbia, Princeton and Stanford, are well
known through the public press. Bowdoin's situation is in fact comdeficit

parable.

The

first

draft

made

of the budget for

1971-1972

pro-

$780,000. It was
sessions on the budget that a major effort

jected a deficit at the intolerable level of over

from the very initial
would have to be made to reduce the size of that projected deficit.
In the task of making that reduction, three assumptions were
made. In the first place it was agreed that a reduction in the deficit
could not be achieved by moving only one factor among all the
variables in a complex situation. It was clear that there was, and
remains, a need for economy, for general institutional belt-tightening. It has been increasingly clear that the College will have to do
without some of the things which it has been used to in the past.
But the reduction of expenses in itself would be insufficient to solve
the College's financial problems. The College must also seek new
income and it must look at ways to achieve more income from the
funds which it already has.
Secondly, it was assumed that the situation the College is facing
at the present time is not a temporary one. Although an unfortuclear

nate conjunction of circumstances during the current year has intensified the situation, the

institution arise

from more

fundamental financial problems of the
basic causes

difficult institutional choices in

whose solution

the years ahead.

the years of stringency will not

come

It is

to a sudden

will require

apparent that

end despite the

extensive efforts to control the budget during the current year.
Thirdly,

it

was assumed that in looking

for solutions, the College

must remain conscious of maintaining the quality of
offering.

The

cannot do

implication of this assumption

all things, that it

cannot duplicate

large university. Instead, the institution

and take great care to avoid the

its

educational

is

that the College

all

the offerings of a

must build on

its

strengths

possibility of a general decline in

6
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overall quality through attempts to

do more than the

institution

can support.

A

number

of steps have been taken during the current year to

bring the budget into a more

realistic relationship

with the Col-

gone through
the most careful and searching budget review which it has exIn the

lege's resources.

perienced to

my

in certain areas

first

place, the College has

knowledge. This has resulted in reduced funding

which are

be peripheral to the main educa-

felt to

tional purposes of the institution. All this has

did cooperation by faculty and

staff,

been done with splen-

who have met on

a

number

of

occasions to discuss budget priorities and methods of achieving

economy. They have accepted the concept of holding expenditure
at current levels

with the exception of

salaries.

In a period of soar-

ing prices, such a decision, of course, represents actual cuts in de-

partmental budgets.
In the second place, there has been an extensive and increasingly

and economy of operation.
urging, the Governing Boards have contracted with the

successful search for greater efficiency

At my
Academy for Educational Development to do a thorough study of
the management practices of the institution. This review, which
will include studies of the structure

management and its budgeting
to effect marked savings in its
The decision to increase the

and functioning of the College's

process, should enable the College

operational budget.
size of the student

body

is

also re-

lated to the achieving of greater efficiency. Since the net size of the

Faculty will be held constant during the period of expansion, the

coming years should

see a reduction in the per student cost of in-

struction.

In the third place, the College has created a faculty-student committee to advise

me on

tant in a period during

made
of a

priorities

which

that these decisions be

and budget

decisions. It

is

impor-

difficult institutional decisions will

made

community understanding.

I

as far as possible

am

on the

hopeful that this

be

basis

new com-

mittee can contribute a great deal to the development of a

more

balanced budget in coming years.
In the fourth place, the Committee on Finance of the Govern-

ing Boards has sought ways to achieve a greater return from the
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capacity for

growth for the

future.

In the

fifth place,

the College has decided to increase both tuition

was reached with considerable
reluctance on the part of the administration and the Governing
Boards. In the last analysis it was a necessary response to the acute
and

fees for next year. This decision

financial pressures of the current year. It

is

clear that the long-term

solution to the financial problems of the College cannot be achieved

through repeated increases in the

tuition.

Bowdoin

is

already

among

most expensive colleges in the country. Further increases in
tuition may have the effect of dramatically reducing the number of
applicants who can afford a Bowdoin education.
The results of these various steps have been encouraging. The
budget which is to be submitted to the June meeting of the Governthe

ing Boards indicates a deficit of less than $225,000.

It is also

possible that the economies already achieved during the course of
this fiscal year will

reduce the projected deficit for the present year

which many
colleges have seen their deficit situation worsen, Bowdoin has been
able by great effort to reverse the trend and has taken a long step
noticeably. I find this trend encouraging. In a year in

towards achieving a balanced budget.
I

think the College has gone as far as

it

can in this respect in one

year without impairing the educational quality of

its

offering. I

do

expect that further economies will be achieved as a result of the

management survey

economies will obviously take time to implement. The searching budgetary review
still

in progress, but those

that has characterized this year

must continue to be a feature of

in-

stitutional planning.

worth remarking that the kind of experience which Bowdoin
is undergoing with respect to its budget can be a very useful one. It
has produced a compelling imperative to give every aspect of the
It is

and its management a long, hard look. I am convinced that
iif this can be done as a genuine community effort there will emerge
from the process a strengthened college and an institution which
is clear about its goals and the ways of achieving them.
jCollege

III.

Coeducation
In a historic meeting held in September in Boston, the Govern-
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ing Boards voted that Bowdoin College should become coeduca-

Their vote was the logical outcome of the conclusions

tional.

reached by the Study Committee on Underclass

Campus

Environ-

ment and by faculty and student committees. Educationally and
socially this was a sound decision, and since the increase is to be
achieved while holding the net size of the Faculty constant, the

move

is

not inconsistent with the financial concerns discussed

above. During the course of the summer, the detailed plans for

phasing into coeducation were worked out by the administration

and a faculty committee.

While some

of the figures contained in the initial plan have had

be revised in view of changing conditions, the overall plan remains essentially a two-stage enlargement of the College involving
to

the admission of both freshman and transfer students.

The second

which will increase the size of the College
beyond the eleven hundred mark, will be reviewed by the Governstage of the enlargement,

ing Boards before

it is

set into action.

This year about twenty-five

girls

have studied

at the College

under the Twelve College Exchange Program or as special students.

One

them

Although the
number is small, the presence of women students has been noticeable in the classroom and in the dining halls of the Union, the
Senior Center, and the various fraternities. By the very nature of
the exchange program, these girls are only temporary visitors at
the College. All members of the campus community look forward
of

will graduate with the Class of 1971.

to the arrival of
is

women

as regular students next fall.

anticipated that eighty-five

women

At

present

it

will be enrolled as regular

students at the College while about forty will be in residence on

the

Twelve College Exchange.

The planning

for the arrival of Bowdoin's

own women

students

has occupied considerable attention during the course of the present
year.

Various details in the projected plan for coeducation have

been revised and

clarified as a result of careful study.

The

adminis-

and Faculty have considered the problems of class size and
teaching load which will be created by the additional students. Present plans call for the housing of women in Appleton Hall, 232
Maine Street (the present residence for exchange students), and
two floors of the Senior Center. The Student-Faculty Committee on
tration
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Coeducation has paid particular attention through the course of the
year to the special needs of women. This committee, which has
sought the views of

women

as well as seeking advice

students presently attending Bowdoin,

from outside consultants,

the necessary arrangements be

women

made
is

concerned that

for the particular needs of

and eventual vocabeing taken to anticipate any

in regard to their education, social

tional goals. All reasonable care

is

life,

problems which should be met by the College as it commences coeducation. Those connected with the planning are well aware of
the fact that problems which have been unanticipated

occur

years of coeducation. In part, at least,

in the course of the

first

fair to say that the

needs of

come

may

clear only after those

it is

women students at Bowdoin will bewomen have been on the campus for a

period of time and have begun to articulate their concerns and

problems.

Coeducation has been discussed at Bowdoin since the time of
President Chamberlain. In reaching the decision to

education at Bowdoin, the College has strengthened

commence
its

co-

capacity to

achieve a diverse student body reflecting wide-ranging geographical,

socio-economic, and academic interests. In addition, the larger

number

of students should enable the College to maintain fully

traditional close relationship with the State of

Maine while

recruit-

ing for students in a manner consistent with the nationwide
dential patterns of

its

resi-

Bowdoin graduates.

Admissions and Student Aid

III.

In a year which saw

many

private colleges experience a decline

Bowdoin has fared extremely
the College increased 47 percent over last

in their applications for admission,
well. Applications to

147 percent over three years ago. Of the reasons for the extent
of this increase, the following seem to be the most important.
The decision to become coeducational had an obvious impact on
year,

the

number of

College for

applicants. It has increased the attractiveness of the

men

as well as

opening the College's doors to women.

That such an increase would occur after the decision to become
coeducational was predictable from the surveys taken by Princeton
University several years ago about the collegiate preferences of high
school students. Those surveys revealed a clear-cut preference for
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coeducational institutions.

number of

The

location of the College has also in-

There does seem to be a national
move away from the urban environment. Bowdoin's location is
obviously related closely also to contemporary concerns with
ecological issues. Moreover the developing academic program of
fluenced the

applicants.

the College has increased

its

attractiveness. Curricular

recent years have revealed that

Bowdoin

tion can be responsive to the concerns

as

changes in

an established

institu-

and pressures of the time

while also maintaining the excellence of a traditional academic

program.
Finally, the

emphasis on the individual in the admissions process

has influenced
choice. This

many

students to consider

Bowdoin

emphasis on individual treatment

is

a desirable

reflected in part

by

the College's decision to cease requiring the College Entrance Ex-

amination.

It is

shown

also in the extensive travel

and interviewing

done by the Admissions staff, and through the excellent work in
recruiting done by alumni volunteers through the BASIC Program.
The Director of Admissions has noted that the College Board
option merits special attention since this
the

new

though

is

the

first full

policy has affected the candidate group.

statistics are

somewhat incomplete

He

year that

writes: "Al-

at this writing, approxi-

mately one-third of Bowdoin's applicants did not submit their

CEEB

knowing

were not of
primary importance to the Bowdoin Admissions Committee appears to have encouraged many in the candidate group to submit
scores. Also,

more personal data
essays, poetry, etc.,

cant at
less

—

that College Board scores

drawings, tapes of musical performances,

with the confidence that appraisal of an appli-

Bowdoin has become an

than one-third of the

new

individualized process. Slightly

class will matriculate

with College

Board scores absent from their records."

A total

of 2,922 students applied for Bowdoin's Class of 1975.

Of this number, 2,394 were men and 528 were women. The target
number for the new class was a total of 320, 55 women and 265
men. The Admissions Office admitted 637 candidates on the initial
round in anticipation of winning the 320. Their formula proved
to be conservative. As of this writing, 339 of those originally admitted have responded positively to Bowdoin (66 women, 273
men). Of this group twenty-eight are black students (including

.
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six

women) and

Maine

The
to date

(

fifty-five

students are

11

from our home

State of

including eight women )

profile of the Class of

show

1975

is

not yet complete.

The

figures

222 of those admitted were in the top 20 percent
and of these, 108 were in the top 5 percent. Eighty-

that

of their class,

seven sons and daughters of alumni applied for admission; thirty-

two (37 percent) were admitted, and twenty-six will matriculate.
Massachusetts and Maine, with seventy-four and fifty-seven students, respectively, have the largest single state delegations. But it
is noteworthy that states outside of New England also have significant numbers of entering freshmen (Ohio, thirteen; Pennsylvania, thirteen; California, twelve;

ten). In

all,

New

Jersey, twelve; Illinois,

thirty-two states, the District of Columbia,

and nine

foreign countries are represented in the Class.

was feared that Bowdoin's announcement in March of a $300
increase in the average student's budget would have a detrimental
effect on admissions. Judging from the returns this obviously was
It

not true.

The Admissions

Office,

however, cautions that

this

may

have been an unusual year for Bowdoin, since so many attractive
and unique factors, as mentioned above, were working in favor of
the College at one time.

With

declining in applications,

on years

as

good

as this

so

many competitive private colleges

Bowdoin probably cannot

afford to rely

one in admissions. Families are extremely

concerned about the cost of private higher education, particularly

when public universities are improving both in programs
and prestige. The future of Bowdoin's financial aid program, which
at a

time

to date has

been generous indeed, will have great bearing on the

academic quality of future

classes.

The Student Aid Program at Bowdoin continues to support about
45 percent of the student body. In the face of rising educational
costs, increases were necessary in both scholarship and loan budgets
to cover the expanding need of students. Scholarship grants of
$667,000 in 1970-1971 will swell to $764,000 in 1971-1972.
Along with the scholarship aid, students will borrow about
$275,000 in each academic year. The typical scholarship recipient
will graduate with an indebtedness of from $2700 to $4000, thus
assuming ultimate responsibility for a substantial part of the aid
that

Bowdoin provides him.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
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The

cycle

is

well established: as the cost of operating spirals up-

ward, college charges are raised to produce greater income. Inevitably, the pressure

creased costs falls

on students and

on the financial

their parents to

aid office,

pay the

where yet more

in-

scholar-

meet the needs of disadvantaged
low income students, plus the emerging needs of students from
middle and upper-middle income families for whom the cost of a
Bowdoin education is often troublesome and sometimes prohibitive. The aid program cannot be expanded without limit. Nor can
it be reduced arbitrarily without regard to our historical commitments to aid needy students. In this year of shrinking funds and
increased student needs, the College is making every effort to raise
additional student aid funds. A detailed report on financial aid and
its impact on overall institutional finances will be made to the
Committee on Policy of the Governing Boards in the course of the
coming year.
ship and loan funds are required to

Afro-American Program

IV.

The development

of a strong Afro- American

Program has been

one of the essential concerns of the College for several years. Significant developments have occurred in terms of recruitment of
students and the development of scholarship aid. The Afro- American Center, which was opened last year, continues to perform an
important educational and social role at the College. The
of the Afro-American

Program

is

vitality

well illustrated by two projects

by the Afro-American Society. The annual Black Arts
Festival, sponsored by the society, has once again been a significant
contribution to the understanding of important cultural and social
problems. The festival this year on the theme "A Mosaic of Black
initiated

Liberation," included a

number

of events, ranging widely over the

from a performance by Marion Brown, jazz saxophonist and
composer, to the program of the New York Dance Repertory
Theater, to a lecture on black literature by Virgil H. Logan, Jr., of
arts,

the Class of 1969.

A second program to which particular attention might be drawn
is

the Brotherhood Internship

Program under which

three

members

of the society have spent the second semester in Boston where they
are

working with about

fifteen black teenagers in

an

effort to

help
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The Bowdoin

to realize their full educational potential.

stu-

program
sociology and psychology and

dents involved are receiving academic credit for this

through independent study projects in

through a course being taken as special students at Boston University.

worker,

The program has been

who

said of the
to

outstandingly successful.

One

social

has worked in the community for fourteen years, has

program:

program

"It is the best qualitative

come around for a long time."
While these signs of success and progress

many

for youth

are very encouraging,

which need to be
taken by the College in order to develop this program fully. There
are serious limitations to the present curriculum in Afro- American
studies, and the development of the program was complicated by
it

remains clear that there are

the resignation of Professor

still

M. Reginald

steps

Lewis, the director of the

Afro-American Studies Program, at the end of the first semester.
However, the Faculty Committee on Afro-American Studies has
undertaken a thorough review of the Afro-American Studies Pro-

gram.

It is particularly

concerned about offering a wider selection

of courses, permitting greater flexibility in the satisfaction of the

requirements for a major, increasing the number of black faculty

members, creating opportunities for Afro- American studies majors
to participate in community programs for social change, and developing arrangements that will permit Bowdoin Afro-American
studies majors to study at other institutions. Cooperative arrange-

ments with a larger university may afford some answer to the
search for an expanded offering, and the College is seeking opportunities for both faculty and student exchanges with institutions
which have developed outstanding programs in black studies.
The recruitment of black faculty must be an important concern
of the College in the coming years. It is encouraging to note that
two distinguished blacks will join the Faculty next year: Dr. Lou
Emma Holloway as Visiting Associate Professor of History on the
Tallman Foundation, and Marion Brown, Jr., as assistant professor
of music.

They

director of the

V.

will

work with

Professor Robert

program, to develop

J.

this offering

Small, the acting

more

Curriculum Developments
Bowdoin students have now experienced one year

in

fully.

which they

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
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are free to choose, with the approval of their advisers, courses

throughout the curriculum without regard to distribution or other
special requirements. This situation

was the natural and

inevitable

result of reducing requirements over the last several years to the

point at which the few which remained two years ago had
rationale to justify them. It
year's evidence the

is difficult

to judge

on the

little

basis of

one

impact of the curriculum. The Dean of the Col-

lege has noted: "I believe that the freedom has been exercised
wisely. Course enrollments

which some people

have held up remarkably well in areas

had been supported largely by degree requirements. Occasionally one hears of a bizarre program of courses
selected by an individual student, but as often as I have investigated
these unusual schedules I have found some explanation which warfelt

rants spending the semester or the year in a relatively unusual collection of courses."

When

one looks

at the curriculum as a

trends are noticeable.

The

first is

a

whole, two interesting

move away from

the humanities

and sciences toward the social sciences. In comparing enrollments
between the fall of 1968, when degree requirements were numerous, and the fall of 1970, when they ceased, one notices the following shifts: Enrollment in the humanities declined from 46 percent
of all enrollments to 37 percent; in science, enrollment declined

from 28 percent to 26 percent, while in the social sciences it rose
from 26 percent to 37 percent. Given the increasing concern of students with contemporary social problems, the shift
prising,

is

hardly sur-

and the same tendency has been noted on many other

campuses.

The second noticeable trend emerging under the open curriculum is the increase in the number of students who elect two majors
rather than one. In the past, there were occasional students

would undertake

to satisfy the

the present time, with major

major requirements of two

work

who

fields.

At

essentially a matter of courses

and comprehensive exams,
some fifty students have elected to major in two fields.
The precise significance of this development requires further
unsupplemented by

special meetings

study. It could be argued that the increase in double majors repre-

sents a debasing of the concept of the

hand,

it

might be suggested that

major

itself.

On

the other

this represents a desirable

breadth

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
in experience at the
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A

level.
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careful evaluation of

program will be undertaken by the Curriculum and Educational Policy Committee of the Faculty.
It should not be surprising, in the course of a year in which
faculty and students have experimented with the open curriculum,
that the Committee on Curriculum and Educational Policy should
have spent a great deal of time discussing the developments and
trends which are noticeable and in investigating possible improvements in the structure. In addition to making recommendations to
the Faculty on departmental requests for adding and dropping
the nature of the major

course offerings, the committee has spent a

number

of long eve-

nings of open-ended discussion on academic goals and ways of
achieving them. Discussion has ranged from

ing disciplines and departments to

new methods

crediting, the experiences of students in the

immediate academic concerns of the
raised in those discussions

new ways

for relating,

world

institution.

were deep and

of organiz-

difficult,

and

at large to the

The

questions

but at the same

time basic to the redefinition of the liberal arts experience in the

Though no clear resolution has emerged from the discuswe are, I believe, in the midst of efforts which will lead to

1970s.
sions,

stimulating curricular alterations in the years immediately ahead.

One

of the most important results of the abolition of the older cur-

ricular requirements has

new

been the opportunity afforded to take a

look at the methods by which

we

seek to achieve that elusive

goal, liberal education.

In the meantime, the committee and the Faculty have approved
a

number

of

new

courses which will strengthen and enliven the

curriculum. Such courses include Economics of Resources and En-

vironment Quality; The Androscoggin River, a Case History;

Modern Japan; Survey

of the History of Electronic Music; Intro-

duction to Twentieth-Century Existentialism; Physics of the
tieth Century;

added not

and African

at the

Politics.

Twen-

These new offerings have been

expense of more traditional courses, but by

alter-

nating them with courses more familiar to Bowdoin alumni, or by

providing them on a short-term basis to take advantage of the
special talents of visiting faculty

members.

In a popular and perhaps misleading sense, they

may

appear
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more

some students than do other more traditional
Yet the curriculum as a whole and the average student

"relevant" to

courses.

schedule over a four-year period reflect that larger concept of rele-

vance which the College has always aimed
understanding of

man

full nature is realized

ness of the past

at,

the search for an

complex and imaginative being whose
only as he lives in the present with an awareas a

and an

intelligent concern for the future.

Senior Center

VI.

The

Senior Center Program has continued to flourish during the

course of the present year. Twenty-five seminars were taught this

which brings the number of seminars taught since the inception of the program in 1964 to 185. The level of departmental
cooperation in freeing personnel to conduct seminars has remained
high. The Center itself has been the scene of numerous lectures
year,

and

concerts,

some of them sponsored by the Center and others

by the various departments of the College.

Many

of the lectures

have attracted large audiences. Judged by the criterion of size, the
most successful lectures were those given by Santiago Genoves on

"The Voyage of Ra II"; by Richard N. Goodwin on "Can America
Survive?"; and by Roger Caras on "Survival: An Overview of International Crises."

One

cannot, of course, judge the impact or

success of the lecture simply

have been on the average

by the

at least

size of the audience.

two

lectures a

week

in

There

Went-

worth Hall, and many of the speakers have had an equally lasting
impact upon smaller audiences.

As

of the time of this writing, the College

is

awaiting with great

interest the concluding events in this year's senior

program, a

lec-

by the distinguished historian, Oscar Handlin; a panel discussion by Congressman William D. Hathaway, Mr. Josiah Spauldture

and Michael Brewer of the Ripon Society; and a lecture by
John Rich of the Class of 1939, who has recently returned from
ing,

Communist China.
The general cultural program

of the Center remains an impor-

tant supplement to the classroom instructional program.

portance to faculty
side talent

members

The im-

as well as to students of bringing out-

and stimulating ideas to the campus can hardly be ex-
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to be

it is

hoped that

the College will continue to devote the necessary funds to the

maintenance of a lively program of lectures and concerts.

The

Senior Center has also benefited greatly during the course

from those members of the faculty who have
been resident in the complex. These include Professor and Mrs.
Panos G. Ghikas, Professor Robert J. Small, and Mr. and Mrs. John
S. Holden of the Class of 1935. Professor Ghikas has taught two
Senior Seminars and he has offered sound instruction and useful
of the present year

counsel to

many

ing and his

of the seniors. Professor Small, through his teach-

work with

the Afro-American Society as well as his

fellowship with the seniors in the Center, has added greatly to the
effectiveness of the

program

this year.

Mr. Holden,

who

has been

a visiting lecturer during the leave of Professor Hazelton, has

made

a strong contribution to the life of the Center, especially in advising

the seniors about careers in teaching and in social service.

In the course of the current year, Professor William B. Whiteside,

who

has been director of the Center since

its

beginning in

1964, indicated his intention to resign from that position at the

end of the academic
E.

Ward

III of

year.

He has been succeeded by Professor James

the Department of Mathematics.

It

goes without

saying that the success of the Senior Center as an educational ex-

periment owes a great debt to the

and imaginative
programs of the first director. He has given much thought and care
to the Senior Center and has reviewed its impact upon the rest of
the College in the detailed study financed by the Sloan Foundation. At this critical juncture in the Center's history, when it is no
longer an innovation but rather an established part of the College,
he is succeeded by one who has the qualities of understanding and
tireless efforts

imagination to carry forward with distinction the work so well

begun by Professor Whiteside.
It is

probably true that the time has come for a searching

re-

evaluation of the role of the Senior Seminars in the curriculum of
the College.

The Dean's Report

for

1964-1965 shows

that the

Senior Seminars of that year, twenty-five in number, were offered

215 regular courses in the curriculum. The Senior
1969-1970, twenty-four in number, were offered in

in the context of

Seminars in

the context of a regular curriculum consisting of

277

courses, plus

18
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335 enrollments in independent study projects in the various departments. Of the 277 courses, several represent new departures
undertaken by faculty members after experimental offerings of
Senior Seminars. This development is particularly pleasing in that
it fulfills an early hope that the seminars would provide a "growing
edge" for the Bowdoin curriculum.
In 1964-1965 the seminars were a unique opportunity for
niors to

work with

faculty

members

se-

in the seminar format. This

year one senior, a history major, observed to the Senior Center

Council that of his four courses, three were proceeding essentially
as seminars.

The

conclusion to be drawn from this

is

that while the

now become relatively
they have now become a

seminars were once innovative, they have
traditional.

They were once unique, but

variation of an experience shared by

most students

to a greater or

degree throughout the four undergraduate years. As this

lesser

type of instruction has spread out through the curriculum,

it

has

created a situation in which the continuation of the Senior Seminars
in their present

are

much

form should

in the

mind

receive systematic study.

of the

new

Professor Whiteside wrote to

director as

me

reviewing his experience as director
It will

not be easy to give up

my

Such concerns

he takes

office.

on April 30, 1971,
of the Senior Center Program:
as follows

duties as director of the Senior Center.

has been exciting work for me, and the members of the classes of 1965
through 1971 have taught me much about how they learn, and about their
personalities, their hopes and fears.
did not realize, in our planning of the Center, that the values of
It

We

seniors

were going to be challenged and

their lives profoundly affected

a national crisis of unprecedented dimensions.
in Southeast Asia, but to the
ideal

and practical

many

I

refer not only to the

national tasks

reality as close together as

made

by

war

necessary to bring

can be done in an imperfect

world.

Three years before the "strike" of 1970 I began to talk to students who
were deeply troubled by the prospect of military service in a war which they
looked upon with emotions ranging from mild skepticism to total contempt. As recently as yesterday, I have talked with a student who is measuring the relative impact upon his future job prospects, family, his selfesteem of going to jail for refusal of induction or of making some compromise such as enrolling in the National Guard. These problems and
tensions will continue, even if the war should end today.
I believe that the Center has enabled students who have been as tor-

—

—
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merited and torn as any in the history of the College to reinforce each other
in a continuing search for

and

effectively.

Cooperative Efforts

VII.
I

ways to conduct themselves honestly, honorably

have stressed in previous reports the significance of cooperative

efforts for the future of liberal arts colleges. It is clear that there
exists a

need for inter-institutional planning in educational devel-

opment. In

this era of spiraling costs

we must

be careful to avoid

needless and expensive duplication.

To
in

two main experiments
cooperation, the Twelve College Exchange and the Bowdoindate the College has been involved in

The former has continued to function
the exchange of students. Some cooperative

Bates-Colby Consortium.

mainly as a vehicle for

programs have been developed for study abroad and others are in
the planning stage. The fact that the twelve colleges are widely
separated geographically has complicated the development of other
types of cooperative efforts.

The development

of significant pro-

grams on the part of the BBC Consortium has also been slow.
During the course of the current year the program has advanced
through the appointment of a coordinator, Dr. Ian H. Douglas. He
has held numerous discussions with administrators and faculty on
the three campuses and has begun to develop programs which
could achieve significant educational results for the three colleges.
Still it is clear

that in practice cooperation

is

on paper. The problem which each college

own

progress can be

made through

possibility for

Yet

if this

little

seems

and resources

it

remains perfectly true that

the cooperative route. It does offer

program development

dividual institution has
pressures.

efforts. It

it

faces in relation to its

internal financial situation affects the energy

can devote to cooperative

one

not as easy as

at a

flexibility as

sort of progress

is

time

when each

in-

a result of financial

to be achieved,

it is

necessary

programs and other consortium activities must
become self-sustaining or they will become a drain on the individual institutions rather than an aid to them.
Since progress has been slow, the results may seem disappointing.
that the cooperative

On the other hand, the College should not lose faith in the capacity
of cooperative efforts to produce significant educational benefits.
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VIII.

The

Student Life

campus does not enjoy a monopoly on the attentions
of present-day Bowdoin undergraduates. The campus is only one
of a number of areas which attract their energy and interest. Even
college

before they entered Bowdoin,
teer projects such as tutoring,

organization in their

home

many

students participated in volun-

playground supervision, or community
areas.

Hence when they

arrive at the

College, they are eager to keep in touch with affairs beyond the
limits of the

campus.

Volunteer projects continue to attract

many

students.

The

local

school system, the state hospital for retarded children, and other
organizations for social service accept student assistance enthusiastically,

and

this acceptance is

matched by

active participation

on the part of Bowdoin students. This interest in activities off the
campus has its effect upon the educational program of the College.
Students
tical

who

find themselves learning a great deal through prac-

experience in

work

or volunteer projects are desirous of

arrangement whereby college credit can be granted for

this

some
kind

some cases the granting of credit is indeed appronumber of students have in fact received credit for under-

of activity. In
priate.

A

taking an academic analysis of the data which they have accumulated in

work or study away from campus. In such a manner

a

and academically sound interchange can occur between
the world of the classroom and the world of society.
Another reflection of the extent to which the student is drawn
into the world beyond the campus is the growing desire to live in
off-campus accommodations. During the past year, just over one
hundred students lived off-campus. Two-thirds of those were unmarried students who chose such accommodations in preference to
dormitory or fraternity life. One might characterize the student
outlook by saying they do not wish to be institutionalized. The
routine of meal schedules and menus, density of population in campus buildings, mass social affairs, all these aspects of campus life
have come under considerable criticism. Some students find it desirable to take an apartment off-campus so that they can control
their own schedule and diet. They prefer small group social affairs at the apartment to traditional campus events. The number
constructive

of students

who

share this feeling appears to be steadily growing.

|
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Such attitudes obviously affect deeply traditional college social
patterns. The fraternities have been among those sectors of the
college most influenced by the shift in undergraduate patterns of
life.

Two

of the former twelve fraternities have closed for lack of

student members. It

is

some of the other houses

clear that

are

now

finding difficulty in attracting sufficiently large freshmen delegations. It is true that in the

midst of this development some of the

have continued to thrive, but it seems apparent that the
number of freshmen who choose to join fraternities is declining
year by year. This means that there is not a large enough student
pool to maintain the number of fraternities which have traditionfraternities

!

I

on the Bowdoin campus. The College, through the Office of the Dean of Students and the Student Life Committee, has
worked diligently to help fraternities in difficulty resolve a complex
experience with a minimum of dislocation and personal anguish
ally existed

|

j

I

i

|

for the students involved.

While

students have been increasingly involved with the world

beyond the campus, they have also shown increasingly active concern about the College and its functioning. The presence of students on college committees has added an invaluable dimension to
discussions of a

number

of issues relating to the institution. In

addition, student representatives

Governing Boards and

have attended meetings of the

their presence there has contributed

much

to the Boards' deliberations.

Such involvement has led to discussions about the nature of
student government at the College. At some institutions similar to
Bowdoin, student governments have been disbanded at the request
of the students themselves.

At Bowdoin

the body which determines

who

the Student Council

is still

the student representatives will be

to the various college committees. Furthermore, the council con-

make recommendations in all areas about which it feels
concerned and to make regulations in those areas of student life for
which it is responsible. The present Student Council officers, howtinues to

ever,

have expressed considerable

interest in establishing a faculty-

student senate at the College on the
stitutions

ment

have recently adopted.

It is

in-

argued that such an arrange-

community involvement in dereached which concern the whole college. The proposal is

will create a greater sense of

cisions

model which some other
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currently under discussion by the College

nance.

It

Committee on Gover-

has been pointed out in that committee that while

volvement

is

certainly gained in this fashion, accountability

somewhat confused.

It

would be premature

at this

inis

time to speculate

about the ultimate recommendations of the Committee on Gover-

Whatever recommendations that committee makes would,
course, be debated and voted upon in the normal manner.

nance.
of

Traditionally, athletics have been an important aspect of student
life.

Considerable student interest in the athletic program exists at

Bowdoin

at the present time.

Although the dropping of the physical

education requirement has resulted in a predictable decline in the

number
ment of

of students taking advantage of instruction in the DepartPhysical Education, the

number of students participating in

and freshman athletics and in informal programs continues
to be high. Moreover, the Department of Physical Education has

varsity

provided a number of regular sessions stressing the carry-over value
of sports both as activities in themselves and as a preparation for a
career in secondary teaching.

The
year

is

success of the College's athletic teams during the current

well known. Special commendation must be given to the

and hockey squads, who both compiled outstanding records. The football team's record of six and one equaled the best
record achieved since before World War II. The hockey team,
which for the third year in a row finished at the top of Division II
of the ECAC, also triumphed in a dramatic five-to-four overtime
victory in the ECAC Tournament. Both teams reflected considerable credit on themselves and on the institution. Their play was
characterized by considerable courage and sportsmanship.
football

Despite the notable athletic successes of the current year, there

has been some legitimate concern expressed in the college
nity about the expense of the athletic
institutional expenditures

that expense

which

is

program

commu-

in relation to other

and particularly about the proportion of

devoted to intercollegiate athletic competi-

Such a concern is indeed a valid one even without the present
financial problems which make it a pressing one.
Needless to say there exists a variety of opinion about the nature
and operation of the athletic program. Some institutions have in
the course of the present year moved quickly toward a reduction of
tion.

I
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appears to me, however, that the criteria

between alternative patterns for the athletic program
from self-evident. Cost is not the sole measure which should

for choosing

are far

be used in making a decision in respect to the continuation of particular aspects of the

program. Because of the complex nature of

many

the problem and because of the
volves, I
I

the things

I feel

we have done

that even though

in-

it

The

benefits are,

we cannot do

all

of

in athletics in the past, there are signifi-

cant educational benefits in the athletic

program

at a college such

task of the commission will be to assess

what those

how they may best be achieved, and what the budgetary

implications of such achievement will be.
will

which

have appointed a Presidential Commission on Athletics.

have done so because

as this.

constituencies

The commission, which

be under the chairmanship of Merton G. Henry of the Class

from the Trustees, Overseers,
Alumni Council, Alumni Fund, administration, Faculty, and student body. I have asked them to submit an interim report by December of next year, and a final report by April. I hope that the
result of their inquiry will be an athletic program closely related
to our institutional goals and resources and emphasizing those
{qualities which bear most directly on our mission.
One development on the athletic scene deserves special comjment. In the course of the year Bowdoin joined with ten other libjjeral arts colleges to form the New England Small Colleges Athof 1950, will include representation

jletic

The conference has been

Conference.

deliberately designed

which
tfwere contained in the Presidents' Agreement that governed athiletic competition at Bowdoin and the Little Three in the past. The
iparticipating colleges have agreed as to the wisdom of those proinot to

be a league.

It is

instead an extension of the principles

visions regarding recruitment, financial aid, preseason practice,

land postseason competition.

It is

encouraging that the principles

(which have governed the conduct of our intercollegiate athletics

so soundly

in the past

have

now

spread to a wider group.

The

ex-

istence of the conference has also raised the possibility that like-

[minded colleges
I

in the

may

together be able to effect significant savings

conduct of intercollegiate athletics through mutually agreed

[upon reductions in expenditure.
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IX.

The Future

As Bowdoin College

looks to the future,

it

can do so with con-

siderable confidence. Despite the College's current economic prob-

lems, despite the continuing national debate over education, despite

some obvious disillusionment in society at large about American
colleges, Bowdoin faces the years ahead with some sizeable advantages.

Not

the least of these advantages

and commitment so evident

in

many

is

the sense of purpose

of the students in college to-

The actions of a small minority of young people have caused
some adults to react to the younger generation with alarm and
despair. Such reaction is unjustified. Those who work in colleges
and who encounter the younger generation daily know that the
day.

reality

is

far different.

The College
its assets,

also possesses considerable advantages in terms of

a splendidly equipped and maintained physical plant, a

strong and active faculty, an alive and exciting student body, and a

generous level of alumni support.

from which we start,
there are pressing needs which must be met in the years imme-

Yet

diately

it is

clear that for all of the strengths

ahead

if

Bowdoin's preeminence

are essentially the
last year. I suspect

same

as those

which

is

I

to continue.

The needs

catalogued in this report

they will continue to be the same for the fore-

must be made to
improve faculty salaries at the College. The Governing Boards
have recognized the importance of this concern by voting in their
September meeting to embark on a program to raise the average

seeable future. In the

level of

first

place, a

major

effort

compensation of the Faculty to equal that of the average

compensation of the Pentagonal colleges by 1975-1976. In the
course of the current year and next year we will make a promising
beginning toward reaching that

level.

The importance

of this goal

should not be underestimated. In the past few years, Bowdoin's
competitive salary situation has been seriously eroded. If

we

are

to continue to attract to the institution faculty of the highest intellectual

and teaching

ability, it is

imperative that the College be

in a position to offer significant financial reward.

In the second place, student aid funds should be increased
nificantly.

financial

sig-

Bowdoin has historically run an excellent program of
aid. As the College increases in size, the financial aid
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budget should swell accordingly. As collegiate costs soar, the College faces the danger of losing that social mix which has brought
to

it

unusual strength in the years past.

In the third place, the library, which

is

in a sense the soul of a

college, will continue to require increasing levels of support.

price of printed material rises at an alarming rate.
acquisition, storage,

ing and

and

The

The problems

of

retrieval of such material present continu-

difficult challenges.

In the fourth place,

it is

apparent that the College needs to

achieve expanded facilities for the use of the

arts.

This

is

true both

of facilities which will be directly connected to curricular offerings

and also of

facilities for

hours out of

class.

more informal use by

The advent

students in their

of coeducation will heighten the

pressure for space already apparent in studio art, photography,
sic,

drama, and related

areas.

Finally, the College will
residential
creases.

and dining

mu-

need to make some adjustment in

facilities as

While changes

its

the size of the student body in-

will be limited in the

first

phase of ex-

pansion, additional facilities will be necessary by 1972-1973.

Meeting these

specific

needs will not overcome

all

facing the College in the early part of the 1970s.
legiate year has

the challenges

The

current col-

been a calm one on the vast majority of American

campuses. Yet nearly

commentators have remarked that it is
an uneasy calm. It is apparent even to the casual observer that the
problems and the anguish which have caused so much upset in
the past are not yet resolved. The concerns which have activated
campuses in the past still exist, though they are now in the process
of seeking new and more productive avenues of expression.
One such avenue of expression is the increasing privatism among
all

students already referred to in the section

privatism

is

in

major part the

on student

life.

No doubt

result of a sense of despair that

moral outrage cannot move the political process faster than it has.
Yet the retreat into self can be as lacking in purpose and as unproductive in result as the methods employed in the past.

One

of the

considerable challenges posed to the College at this juncture will

be to encourage young people to express their concerns through
valuable social action rather than through retreat into a private
world.
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The

abound for the College is
dramatically reflected in the spate of reports which have poured
forth from various commissions and agencies in the course of the
last year. Nearly all of those reports have in one way or another
spoken to problems existing in the world of Bowdoin College. The
Carnegie Commission and the Association of American Colleges
have discussed at length the continuing financial plight of higher
education in the United States. It is apparent from those reports
that increasing managerial attention must be given to the running
of American institutions. Earlier this year I attended with some
sixty other college presidents a week-long session at Arden House
which was devoted to the problems of management and financial
planning. While it was apparent at these sessions that no easy
transference could be made from the techniques of business management to the techniques of collegiate management, it was also
apparent that college administrators both needed to know and were
eager to learn more about the theoretical and operational aspects
of

fact that challenges continue to

management itself.
The Carnegie Commission has

also issued searching reports

equality of opportunity in higher education

on

and on the patterns to

be followed in achieving the baccalaureate degree. The challenges
posed by the Carnegie Commission to remove economic,

racial,

from our

society

and other

barriers to access to higher education

Bowdoin has made significant steps in this direcmust continue to be motivated by the concerns which

are great ones.
tion,

but

it

underline the Commission's report.

The College must also be prepared to investigate the feasibility
of new patterns of undergraduate education. The Carnegie Commission has raised the possibility of a three-year program leading
to the B.A.

The College

is

already involved in discussions about

deferred admission and the extension of leaves of absence. In the
past

it

has been traditional to think of education as a continuous

procedure from kindergarten through at least the baccalaureate
degree.

Now we must

increasingly think of variations to that pat-

and how they will affect the offering of the liberal arts college.
Perhaps above all the College needs, as it seldom has before, a
searching analysis of its goals and purposes. We cannot assume

tern
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that history in itself provides a justification for current practice.

must

realize that

we

and exciting

are experiencing a period of rapid

change in education. In a very real sense

how we

We

respond to that

change will determine the future of the country.
In speaking of the educational scene John Gardner has referred
to

it

as

"an unassembled revolution/'

To assemble that structure for

and a
willingness to make hard decisions. Yet all of this must be done
in an atmosphere of understanding and trust. Herein lies the sigthe future will require boldness of spirit and imagination

nificance of the best

known

report

on education

issued in the course

of the current year, the Scranton Commission's Report
Disorders.

but

it

Some

of the conclusions of that report

does contain a central and

Despite the differences
us.

The

among

us,

very motto of our nation

critical

on Campus

may be debatable,

message:

powerful values and sympathies unite

calls for

both unity and diversity, from

many, one. Out of our divisions we must now recreate understanding and
from ourselves. Violence must end, understanding
must be renewed. All Americans must come to see each other not as sym-

respect for those different

human
those who

bols or stereotypes, but as

beings. Reconciliation

share the impatience of

call for

time and opportunity to achieve change.
shared national
celebration of

commitment

human

life.

change.

must begin.

We believe there

We believe we can

We

must

start, all

is still

still fulfill

to peace, justice, decency, equality,

We
our

and the

of us.

That message does speak to all of us, for concern for higher
education touches everyone in profound ways. In the coming years
we can expect a continuing interaction between the campus and
the world beyond. This is as it should be, for Bowdoin College is
not and never was intended to be an ivory tower. Whether that
and productive for both College and society will in large part depend on the extent to which we all heed
the call to reconciliation and on the faithfulness with which we
interaction

is

beneficial

pursue the College's historic mission of service.

OF PERSONS AND POSITIONS
De Mortuis
Philip Greely Clifford, D.C.L., of the Class of 1903, overseer of

the College for fifty-five years, died on July 22, 1970, in Portland.
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Following his graduation

summa cum

laude, he studied for a year

Harvard Law School and worked for two years in the offices of
Clifford, Verrill, and Clifford in Portland before being admitted
to the Maine Bar in 1907. For many years he was general manager and treasurer of two family real estate concerns, and from
1915 to 1935 he was secretary of the board of the Maine State Bar
Examiners. From 1921 to 1927 he was a member of the Alumni
Council. Elected to the Board of Overseers in 1915, he served until
at

June 1970, completing the second longest tenure in the history of
the Governing Boards. He was vice president of the overseers from

1947

to

June 1952
law degree from the Col-

1949 and president from 1953

he received an honorary doctor of

civil

to 1957. In

and in 1965, upon the completion of fifty years of service, the
Governing Boards awarded him a special diploma "in apprecialege,

tion for all that

he has done for

this College, its Officers, its Faculty,

and its Students."
William Haskell Farrar, A.B., of the Class of 1914, secretary to
the President and Trustees and an ex-officio member of the Board
of Overseers from 1944 to 1964, when he was elected an overseer

on August 26, 1970, in Brunswick. Following his
graduation he was assistant to the treasurer of Bowdoin until 1917,
when he joined the First National Bank of Brunswick. In 1956 he
was elected president of the bank and after it merged with the First
emeritus, died

National Bank of Portland, he served as senior vice president until
his retirement in 1962.

Through the

years he served regularly as

the reunion chairman for the Class of 1914, and he was active in

a large

number

of civic organizations in Brunswick.

He was

also a

32nd Degree Mason.
John Coleman Pickard, LL.D., of the Class of 1922, a member
of the Governing Boards since 1952 and Bowdoin's most generous
benefactor, died on September 5, 1970, in Wilmington, Delaware.
Following his graduation, he joined E.I. du Pont de Nemours &
Company, with which he was associated until his retirement in
1955. In Bowdoin affairs he was a member of the Alumni Council
from 1940 to 1943 and a former president of the Bowdoin Club of
Philadelphia. He was elected an overseer in 1952 and a trustee in
1961. In 1963 he was the recipient of the Alumni Service Award
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and in 1968 the College conferred upon him an honorary doctor of
laws degree, the citation for which said in part, "... he has given
judgment, and imagination, as well as of his

freely of his time,
sources.

He

re-

has a deep understanding of the heart of the College's

operation, an understanding he has furthered by close attention to

the problems entrusted to him. ..."

At

the time of his death Mr.

Pickard was serving as chairman of the Governing Boards

Com-

mittee on Grounds and Buildings and the Committee on an Architect for the

Art Building.

He

also served as a

member

of the

Com-

mittee on Honors, the Committee on Academic Program and

Appointments, and the Planning Committee on Administrative
Office Space.

No

other

He

name

the past and the
Field,

is

Coleman

survived by his wife, Mrs. Irene Stones Pickard.

more closely connected with the Bowdoin of
Bowdoin of the present. Pickard Theater, Pickard
is

Hall, the Pickard Professorship, the Pickard Lec-

and the Class of 1922 Fountain are but a few examples of
the Pickard family's generosity toward the College.
tureship,

Faculty
During the academic

year,

Michael C. Hurst, M.A., of Oxford,

England, has been Visiting Professor of History on the Tallman
Foundation, and Panos G. Ghikas, M.F.A., has been visiting professor of art.

For the

first

as Visiting Professor of

On

semester, Ellis R. Lippincott, Ph.D., served

Chemistry on the Tallman Foundation.

sabbatic leave for the academic year were:

Charles E.

Huntington, Ph.D., professor of biology; Paul G. Darling, Ph.D.,
professor of economics; Samuel

S.

Butcher, Ph.D., associate pro-

and Herbert R. Coursen, Jr., Ph.D., associate
professor of English; and on sabbatic leave for the second semester,
Albert Abrahamson, A.M., of the Class of 1926, George Lincoln
fessor of chemistry;

Skolfield, Jr., Professor of

Thomas

Brackett

Economics; Ernst C. Helmreich, Ph.D.,

Reed Professor

of History and Political Science;

Paul V. Hazelton, Ed.M., of the Class of 1942, professor of educa-

James H. Turner, Ph.D., of the Class of 1958, associate professor of physics; and R. Wells Johnson, Ph.D., associate professor

tion;

of mathematics.

Thomas

On

leave of absence for the academic year

was

B. Cornell, A.B., associate professor of art; for the first
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semester,

Thomas D. Hopkins, A.M.,

M.Phil., assistant professor

of economics; and for the second semester, William D. Shipman,

Ph.D., Adams-Catlin Professor of Economics.

At
tions

the beginning of the academic year, the following promo-

were made: to professor: Charles

E.

Huntington, Ph.D., in

James H. Turner, Ph.D., of the
Class of 1958, in physics; A. Myrick Freeman III, Ph.D., in economics; and John W. Ambrose, Jr., Ph.D., in classics; to assistant
professor: Kirk R. Emmert, A.M., in government; Franklin G.
biology; to associate professor:

Burroughs,

Romance

Jr.,

Ph.D., in English; Claude M.-J. Carriere, A.M., in

John M. Karl, A.M., in history; Craig
Dietrich, A.B., in history; and A. Abbott Ikeler, Ph.D., in English.
Dana W. Mayo, Ph.D., has been appointed Charles Weston
languages;

Pickard Professor of Chemistry.

1970 were: Olin C. Robison,
D.Phil., dean of the Faculty; Christian P. Potholm II, Ph.D., of
the Class of 1962, assistant professor of government; James P.
McDermott, A.M., assistant professor of religion; Donald G. Caldwell, A.M., assistant professor of music; Samuel L. Thorndike, Jr.,
Ph.D., assistant professor of economics; David J. Vail, A.M.,
Joining the Faculty in the

fall

of

M.Phil., assistant professor of economics; Robert

J.

Small, M.B.A.,

government (assistant professor, beginning second semester); George R. Anderson, Ph.D., lecturer in
chemistry; Michael K. Chapko, A.M., instructor in psychology;
William H. Bennett, A.M., instructor in speech; and Susan Vick,
visiting assistant professor of

M.F.A., instructor in dramatics. For the second semester, John

S.

Holden, Ed.M., of the Class of 1935, served as visiting lecturer in
education. Beginning July 1, Ashley Streetman, Jr., of the Class of
1964, was appointed assistant dean of students and designated a

member of the

On

Faculty.

sabbatic leave for the academic year

1971-1972

will be:

William B. Whiteside, Ph.D., Frank Munsey Professor of History;
Elliott S. Schwartz, Ed.D., associate professor of music; and Clifford R. Thompson, Jr., Ph.D., assistant professor of Romance
languages; on sabbatic leave for the first semester, Edward J. Geary,
Ph.D., Longfellow Professor of Romance Languages; and on sabbatic leave for the second semester, William D. Geoghegan, Ph.D.,
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professor of mathematics.

year

1971-1972

On
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Jr.,

Ph.D., associate

leave of absence for the academic

will be: Louis O. Coxe, A.B., Pierce Professor of

Allan

J.

Edward

B.

and Ivan

J.

English (as a Fulbright Fellow in Aix-en-Provence )
Silberger, Ph.D., assistant professor of mathematics;

Ed.D., assistant professor of sociology;

Minister,

Hyams, Ph.D.,

;

and for the spring
semester: Albert Abrahamson, A.M., of the Class of 1926, George
Lincoln Skolneld, Jr., Professor of Economics; and Myron A. Jeppeassistant professor of chemistry;

sen, Ph.D., professor of physics

and Josiah

Little Professor of

Natural Science.

William B. Whiteside, Ph.D., Frank Munsey Professor of History and director of the Senior Center since its inception, has resigned as director effective at the end of the current academic year.
He is being succeeded as director of the Senior Center by James E.

Ward

III,

Ph.D., assistant professor of mathematics.

Resigning from the College at the end of the

M. Reginald

first

semester was

Lewis, A.M., assistant professor of government and

history.

Leaving the College at the end of the current academic year are:

Samuel

L.

Kenneth

Thorndike,

F. Ireland,

Jr.,

Ph.D., assistant professor of economics;

Ph.D., visiting assistant professor of mathe-

matics; Kristina A. Minister, A.M., instructor in speech;

and Susan

Vick, M.F.A., instructor in dramatics.

Retirements
Edward Humphrey,

B.S., of

the Class of 1917, an overseer since

1956, retired in June 1970 and was elected overseer emeritus.

He

was a member of the Committee on Art at the time of his retirement. For his generous service, his warmth, and his wit, Bowdoin
is

grateful.

At

the end of the current college year, Fritz C. A. Koelln, Ph.D.,

George Taylor Files Professor of Modern Languages, and for many
years chairman of the Department of German, will retire from active service after forty-two years

partment as
in 1941,

assistant professor in

and was promoted to

on the

Faculty.

He

joined the de-

1929, became associate professor

full professor in

1946.

He has held

32
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the Files professorship since 1950.

I

look back with the greatest

joy to the hours spent in class with Professor Koelln.

A

warm-

hearted teacher, a profound student of Goethe, and a devoted facul-

member, he has been one of the most
teachers at Bowdoin over the years.
ty

inspiring

and best loved

Respectfully submitted,

Roger Howell,

May

11,

1971

Jr.

.

.

.
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I

Faculty and Staff Publications,

1970-1971

Associate Professor John W. Ambrose, Jr.
Preparatory Latin, Book II, with W. J. Buehner. Independent
School Press, 1970.

Lecturer George

"ORD

CD

and

R.

Anderson

of Phytochrome," with E. L. Jenner and F. E.

Mumford, Biochimica

et

Biophysica Acta (1970).

and Selection Rules for Some Electron
Donor-Receptor Complexes," Journal of the American Chem-

"Symmetry

Classification

ical Society

(

1970)

Professor Philip

C

Beam

'Three Prout's Neck Paintings by Winslow Homer," Catalogue
of Exhibition of
leges,

American Paintings. Bowdoin and Colby Col-

1970.

Article:

"Winslow Homer"

in the

American Peoples Encyclo-

pedia, 1970.

Instructor William H. Bennett
Sourcebook on Pollution, with R. Biederman. Championship

Debate Enterprises, 1970.
Sourcebook on

Wage and

Price Control.

Championship Debate

Enterprises, 1970.

Pragmatic Debate. Championship Debate Enterprises, 1971.

"An

Rob Biederman," C.D.E. Forum
Managing Editor of C.D.E. Forum ( 1970-7 1 )
Interview with

Assistant Professor James

E.

(

1970).

Bland

"The Tangled Affairs of Treasurer John Lawrence," Connecticut
Historical Society Bulletin ( 197 1 )

Assistant Professor Thomas

L,

Bohan

"Concentration-Dependent Orbach Relaxation Rates in

Nd," with Gh. Cristea and H.

J.

LMN:

Stapleton. Paper presented at

.
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the Third Tripartite Meeting of the

American Physical Society,
The Canadian Association of Physicists, and the Sociedad Mexicana de Fisica. Abstracted in Bulletin of the American Physical
Society (1970).

"The Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spear urn at 77K of
Lyophilized and Frozen Solutions of Horse Heart Ferricytochrome c," with R. A. Morton, Canadian Journal of Biochemistry

(1971).

Assistant Professor Robin

A

Model

tions

B.

S.

Brooks

WRM Muni-

Computing the Airforce Nonnuclear
Requirement. The RAND Corporation, 1970.
for

Proposal for Increasing the Cost Effectiveness of TAC War
Reserve Spare Kits and Base Stockage by Decentralizing Base

A

Supply, with D. C. Gogerty.

"The Number of Roots of

The

RAND Corporation,

f (x)=a,"

Bulletin of the

1970.

American

Mathematical Society (1970).

"A Lower Bound

for the

Number

of Solutions of

f(x)=a."

Paper presented at the 683rd American Mathematical Association Meeting. Abstracted in the Notices of the

American Mathe-

matical Society (1971).

Brown
The New England

Professor Herbert R.

Managing

Editor of

Coach Charles J. Butt
Member of the Editorial Committee
for Aquatic Education:

Quarterly (1970-71).

for Professional Standards

Proceedings for the First National

Aquatic Council Conference on Professional Standards. American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation,

1970.

Professor

Dan

E.

Christie

"Departmental Specialization at a Small College," American
Mathematical Monthly

(

"An Elementary Model
ical

Monthly (1970).

1970)
for Skepticism,"

American Mathemat-

.

.
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Associate Professor Herbert R. Coursen,
"Henry

V

Jr.

and the Nature of Kingship," Discourse (1970).

"Love's Labour's Lost and the

guage and Literature
"Shakespeare:

A

(

Comic Truth," Papers on Lan-

1970 )

Single Vector,"

The

British Studies

Monitor

(1970).
"Shakespeare at Monmouth," Maine Times (1970).
"Shakespeare in Maine," Shakespeare Quarterly (1970).

"A Reply

to Spiro

Agnew on

College Admissions," College

Board Review (1970).
Editor of

Henry IV, Part

II.

The

Blackfriars Shakespeare Series,

1971.
Editor of Us: Autobiographical Essays by

ward Bound

Mr. Donald

Students.

E.

Bowdoin College Up-

Bowdoin College Upward Bound, 1971.

Cowing

"The Training of

Special Education Personnel in the U.S.A.,"

Proceedings of the Fourth International Seminar on Special Education. International Society for Rehabilitation of the Disabled,

1970.
Educational Opportunity and Achievement of the Students of
Dresden Mills, Maine.
study funded by the Board of Trustees

A

of Bridge Academy. Privately published, 1971.

Professor Louis O. Coxe

"From

the

Window Down," "The

Lake,"

"Squaring the

The

New

Yorker Book of

"Daedalus to Icarus" and "Rain" in The

New

York Times Book

Circle,"

and "Winter Night"

in

Poems. Viking, 1970.
of Verse, edited by T. Lask. Macmillan, 1970.

Upon Recent History, edited
by R. Bly, You Might As Well Live: The Life and Times of
Dorothy Parker by J. Keats, The New Republic ( 1970) Afternoon in the ]ungle by A. Maltz, The Assignment by M. Myers,
Easter Island: Island of Enigmas by J. Dos Passos, Fourth Street
East by J. Weidman, Leaving Home by A. Cavanaugh, One
Dragon Too Many by L. F. Cooper, The New Republic ( 1971 )
Reviews: Forty Poems Touching

;

.
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Professor John

C.

The Policy Makers.
"British

.

Donovan
Pegasus, 1970.

Manpower

Policy and the Process of Institutional

Change." Report prepared for Ford Foundation and United
States

Department of Labor, 1970.

Associate Professor A. Myrick Freeman
International Trade:

An

Introduction to

III

Method and Theory.

Harper and Row, 1971.
"Benefit-Cost Analysis and Multiple Objectives: Current Issues
in

Water Resource Planning," with R. H. Haveman, Water

Resources Research (1970).

"The Clean Air Tax Act of 1970: Incentives and Pollution
Tax Recommendations of the President.
Control," in Hearings
U. S. Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on Ways
and Means, 1970.

—

"Pollution Tax,"

The New Republic ( 1970)

"Water Pollution Control, River Basin Authorities, and Economic Incentives: Some Current Policy Issues," with R. H.
Haveman, Public Policy ( 197 1 )
Review: Resources and Man, compiled by the Committee on
Resources and Man, National Academy of Sciences National

—

Research Council, EOS: Transactions of the American Geophysical Union (1970).

Associate Professor Alfred H. Fuchs
"Early Experimental Psychology in

New Zealand: The Hunter-

Titchener Letters," with L. B. Brown,
of the Behavioral Sciences

(

The Journal

of the History

197 1 )

"Response Latency and Serial Position in Short-Term Memory,"

Psychonomic Science

(

197 1

)

"Ordered Recall in STM." Paper presented
tional States in
ical

as part of the Transi-

Memory Symposium, New England

Psycholog-

Association Meetings, 1970.

"Dimensions of the Major Schools of Psychology: A Factor
Analytic Investigation of Watson's Prescriptions," with G.

.
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Third Annual Meeting of the

at the

Cheiron Society (International Society for the History of the
Behavioral and Social Sciences)

,

197 1.

Professor Alton H. Gustafson
Reviews: The Encyclopedia of Marine Sciences, edited by F. E.
Firth, Bios (1970); Seaweeds and Their Uses (2nd ed.) by
V.

J.

Chapman, The American Biology Teacher (1971).

Professor Lawrence

S.

Hall

"So Fair a Coast," The Skipper

(

1970)

Assistant Professor Edward H. Hanis

Demand

Analysis of State Park Utilization and Other Outdoor
Recreation Activities in Maine. Public Affairs Research Center
of

Bowdoin College, 1970.

"Instructional

and

New

Computer Applications

in

Economic

Statistics

Opportunities for Small Colleges," in Proceedings of

a Conference on Computers in the Undergraduate Curricula

(1970).

Dr. Daniel

Hanley
Home Cooking,"

F.

"Hurrah for

iProfessor Ernst C.

Nutrition Today (1970).

Helmreich

"The Nature and Structure of the Confessing Church in Germany Under Hitler," Journal of Church and State (1970).
Articles: "Swabia," "Thuringia," "Tirol," "Frederick
I

Augustus

of Saxony," "Frederick Augustus II of Saxony," "Frederick

Augustus

III of

Saxony," "Frederick William

"Frederick William

IV

III of Prussia,"

Emperor of
Germany," "Frederick I, King of Wurttemberg," "Friedrich von
Gentz," and "Edward von Taaffe" in The Americana Encycloof Prussia," "Frederick

III,

pedia, 1970.
Article: "Austria" in

The Americana Annual, 1971.

Reviews: Deutsche Brief e 1934-1938. Ein Blatt der katholischen Emigration. Vol. I, 1934-1935; Vol. II, 1936-1938,

..

.

.
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H. Hiirten, The Catholic Historical Review (1971);
Historians' Fallacies. Toward a Logic of Historical Thought by
D. H. Fischer, Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science ( 197 1 )
edited by

Associate Professor James

Hodge

L.

Review: Zur Anatomie des Realismus: Ferdinand von Saars
Entwicklung als Novellendichter by F. K. R. von Stockert,

German

Quarterly

(

197 1

)

President Roger Howell,

Jr.

"Bowdoin College and the Black Student," Maine Digest
(1970).

"A

Crucial Challenge:

National Politics and the American

College," Vantage (1970).

"Does American Higher Education Have a Future?" NassonVerite Sans Peur (1970).

"Thomas Weld

of Gateshead:

Puritan," Archaeologia Aeliana

The Return
(

of a

New

England

1970)

Reviews: Dissent and Parliamentary Politics in England, 1661-

1689: A Study in the Perpetuation and Tempering
mentarianism by D. R. Lacey, The Annals of the
Academy ( 1970 ) Jean de France, due de Berri, sa vie,
politique de Vavenement de ]ean sans Peur a la mort
Berri by F. Lehoux, Erasmus ( 1970)
;

Editor of

American
son action

du due de

The British Studies Monitor ( 1970-7 1 )

Associate Professor John

"An

of Parlia-

Antimycin-Sensitive

L.

Howland

Protein

from Mitochondria," Pro-

ceedings of the Eighth International Congress of Biochemistry

(1970).

Professor Charles

"A Technique

E.

Huntington

for Capturing Petrels

with D. E. Gill and

W.

J. L.

and Shearwaters

at Sea,"

Sladen, Bird-Banding (1970).

|

.

.

.

.
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Observations on the Origin and Development of Wells Beach.

Maine Geological Survey Bulletin 23, 1971.
Geologic

Map

of the Portland Quandrangle, Maine.

Maine

Geological Survey, 1971.

Professor

Myron

"Diffraction

A. Jeppesen

Gratings and

Journal of Physics

(

Minimum

Deviation," American

1970 )

G. Lipson and H. Lipson, Journal of the Optical Society of America (1969); States, Waves,
and Photons: A Modern Introduction to Light by J. W. SimReviews: Optical Physics by

S.

mons and M. J. Guttmann, ibid.
Assistant Professor Robert

(

197 1

E.

)

Knowlton

"Abbreviated Larval Development in Alpheus heterochaelis Say
(Crustacea Decapoda Caridea) from Coastal North Carolina,"

American Zoologist

"The

(

1970)

Life History of Palaemonetes vulgaris (Say)

and

P.

pugio

Holthuis in Coastal North Carolina," with A. B. Williams,
Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society (1970).

"Aquaculture

—

Fact or Fiction?"

TRIGOM

Communications

(1971).

"A Look

at Life

Between the Tides," Maine Times

(

1971 )

"Occurrence of the Glass Shrimp, Palaemonetes pugio Holthuis,
in Southern Maine,"

Maine Nature

(

197 1 )

Preliminary Checklist of Maine Marine Invertebrates.
search Institute of the Gulf of Maine, 197 1.

The Re-

Reviews: Animals of the Antarctic by R. Burton, Science Books:
A Quarterly Review ( 1970) Evolution and Comparative Morphology of the Lymphatic System by O. F. Kampmeier, Bio;

Atom

by R. Hogan and
E. Curtis, State Biologists Association Newsletter (1970);
Aquatic Productivity: An Introduction to Some Basic Aspects of
Science (1970); Perils of the Peaceful

Biological Oceanography

Hunter, Science Books:

A

and Limnology by W. D. RussellQuarterly Review (1971).

.
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Ph.D. Dissertation for the University of North Carolina: "Ef-

Environmental Factors on the Larval Development of
Alpheus heterochaelis Say and Palaemonetes vulgaris (Say)

fects of

(Crustacea Decapoda Caridea), with Ecological Notes on Larval and Adult Alpheidae and Palaemonidae." 1970. Abstracted
in Dissertation Abstracts International

Professor Elroy O. LaCasce,

(1971).

Jr.

Report on Cruise 67 of R/V Chain: A Study of Acoustical
Fluctuations and Ocean Movements, with J. C. Beckerle. Woods

A

Hole Oceanographic

1969.

Institution,

A

Report on a Preliminary Study for Acoustically Monitoring
Large-Scale Internal Ocean Movements, with J. C. Beckerle.

Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution,

1969.

Associate Professor Daniel Levine
Jane Addams and the Liberal Tradition. Wisconsin

State His-

1971.

torical Society,

"John Dewey, Randolph Bourne, and the Legacy of Liberalism,"
Antioch Review ( 1969)

"The Future of Social Welfare History," Explorations
nomic History ( 1970)

Professor Noel

C.

in Eco-

Little

Magnetohydrodynamika. Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe,
1970.

work

(Polish translation of a

originally published in

1967.)

Comment and

Discussion: "Peary and the

Lingering Doubt," U.

S.

Naval

North Pole: The

Institute Proceedings

(1970).

Reviews: Foundations of Physics by R. L. Lehrman and C. E.
Swartz, The Physics Teacher (1970); Concepts in Physics by
F. Miller, Jr.,

and

others, ibid.

(1971).

Assistant Professor Burke O. Long

"Two

Question and Answer Schemata in the Prophets," Jour-

nal of Biblical Literature (1971).

.

.
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"Yahweh and
I.

the Kings," with

Westminster

J.

H. Long,

41

in Teacher's Guide,

Press, 1971.

Assistant Professor John

B.

Mathis

"The Biosynthesis of Folic Acid.

XL

and Properties
of Dihydroneopterin Aldolase," with G. M. Brown, The Journal
of Biological Chemistry

Professor

(

1970 )

Dana W. Mayo

"Application of Laser-Excited
Chemistry.

with

S.

Purification

I.

Raman

Raman

Spectra of

Spectroscopy to Organic

Some

Acyclic Monoterpenes,"

K. Freeman, Applied Spectroscopy (1969).

"Application of Laser-Excited

Chemistry.

III.

A

Raman

Spectroscopy to Organic

Skeletal Frequency Correlation for Cedrane-

Type Molecules," with

S.

K. Freeman, Applied Spectroscopy

(1970).
"Application of Laser-Excited

Chemistry. IV.

A

Raman

Spectroscopy to Organic

Skeletal Frequency Correlation for Pinane-

Type Molecules," with

S.

K. Freeman, Applied Spectroscopy

(1970).
"Application of Laser-Excited

Chemistry. V.

Means

The

Raman

Spectroscopy to Organic

Characterization of Carbonyl

Compounds by

K. Freeman, Proceedings of the Pittsburgh Conference on Analytical Chemistry and
Applied Spectroscopy ( 1970)
of Depolarization Data," with

"Application of Laser-Excited

Chemistry. VI.

Raman

S.

Spectroscopy to Organic

The Ethylene Methyl Group," with

S.

K. Free-

man, Proceedings of the Pittsburgh Conference on Analytical
Chemistry and Applied Spectroscopy (1971).
"Application of Laser-Excited

Raman

Spectroscopy to Organic

Chemistry. VII. Characterization of Cyclic Olefins by

Means

of

K. Freeman, Proceedings of the
Pittsburgh Conference on Analytical Chemistry and Applied
Spectroscopy (1971).
Depolarization Data," with

S.

"Application of Laser-Excited

Raman

Spectroscopy to Organic

Chemistry. VIII. Recent Developments in

Raman Group

Fre-

.
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on Analyt-

quencies," Proceedings of the Pittsburgh Conference

Chemistry and Applied Spectroscopy

ical

Associate Professor Richard
Editor of

with

E.

(

1971

)

Morgan

The American Political System: Introductory Readings,

J. E.

Connor. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971.

Moulton

Professor James M.

"The Solar Eclipse of March 7, 1970, from Brunswick: Observations and Photographs," Maine Nature (1970).

"A

Rite of Spring," Newsletter of the Merry meeting

Audubon

Society (1971).

Contributions from earlier publications in

Sounds, No. 3, by

I.

An

Atlas of Pish
D. Nikolskiy and others. Nauka Publishing

House, Moscow, 1968. Translated into English as a Clearinghouse Translation, 1969.

Review: Principles of Systematic Zoology by
(1970).

Dean Paul

L.

E.

Mayr, Bios

Nyhus

"Caspar Schatzgeyer and Conrad Pellican: The Triumph of
Dissension in the Early Sixteenth Century," Archiv

fiir

Refor-

mationsgeschichte (1970).

Reviews: Bischof Friedrich Nausea (1496-1552) by H. Gollob,
Archiv fur Reformationsgeschichte (1970); Hausstudium und
Universitatsstudium der Wiener Dominikaner bis

Frank, O.P., Speculum

(

1500 by

I.

W.

1970)

Mr. John D. O'Hern
and Bowdoin College," Journey
Guide ( 197 1 )

"Hawthorne, Longfellow,

Through

New England, A

Assistant Professor Lawrence

The

C.

Perlmuter

Effect of a Conditioning Procedure

Upon

the Judgment of

Weights, with R. Karsh and G. A. Kimble. U.
nical

Memorandum

S.

Army

Tech-

17-70, 1970.

"The Problem of Volition," with G. A. Kimble, Psychological
Review (1970).

.
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Four African
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Potholm

II

Political Systems. Prentice-Hall, 1970.

"The Environmental Context of African
The Royalton Review (1970).

Political

Systems,"

"The Future of Africa South," Current History (1971).
and Dependent Areas," "Botswana,"
"Lesotho," and "Swaziland" in the Crow ell-Collier Yearbook

Articles: "African Colonies

(1970).
Reviews: Africa in Search of Democracy by K. A. Busia, The
Journal of Modern African Studies (1970); French Speaking
Africa Since Independence by G. de Lusignan, Africa Today

(1970); The Long View by A. Paton (edited by E. Callan)
and Pluralism in Africa, edited by L. Kuper and M. G. Smith,

Modern African Studies (1970); Political Institutions of West Africa by J. H. Price, Africa Today (1970);
Politics and Change in Developing Countries, edited by C. Leys,
African Studies Bulletin (1971); Protest and Power in Black

The Journal

of

Africa, edited by R.

Science

Rotberg and A. Mazrui, American

Political

Review (1971).

Flows and Policy Formation: The Limits of
Choice in Southern Africa." Paper presented at the African

"Transaction

Studies Association. Published in African Studies Proceedings

(1970-71).
"Psychological and Economic Parameters of Statecraft in the

Carribean." Paper presented at the

Symposium on Carribean

Problems, 1970.

"Southern Africa at Century's End: Nine Scenarios." Paper
presented at the United States Department of State Seminar on

African Affairs, 1971.

Mr. Richard

B.

Reed

Assistant Editor of

The

British Studies

Monitor (1970-71).

Mr. Glenn K. Richards
"Here's

How One

Changes Into

Parish Plans to Put the

Practice," Northeast

(

1971 )

New

Liturgical

.
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Dean Olin

.

C.

Robison

Consultant in the preparation of Diplomacy in the 70s. Depart-

ment of State, 1970.
Editorial Consultant,

The World and

the School.

The

Atlantic

Information Centre for Teachers, 1971.

Associate Professor Elliott

S.

Schwartz

Island, for orchestra; MiniConcerto;

Music for the Ascension

(chorus); Trio for Flute, Cello, and Piano. Carl Fischer,

Inc.,

1970.
Elevator Music; Music for Audience and Soloist. Composers

Autograph Publications, 1971.
(trombone and contrabass). Deutsche
Gramophon Recordings Avant Garde Series (1971).

Recording:

Signals

"Elevator Music,"

Review:

New

The Composer

(

1970)

Directions in Music by D. Cope,

The Composer

(1971).
Reviews: music by B. Beach, R. Brown, A. Cruft,
Kardos, K. Lenvay, V. Reynolds,

W.

W.

Hess,

I.

Schmidt, E. Siegmeister,

and R. Stoker, Notes, Music Library Association ( 1970) music
by D. Amram, J. Cage, W. C. Chou, M. Kagel, E. Laderman,
and R. Reynolds, ibid. ( 197 1 )
;

Assistant Professor C. Thomas Settlemire

Membrane

"Erythrocyte

Mechanism
Biochimica

Menadione and the

Interactions with

of Menadione-induced Hemolysis," with others,
et

Biophysica Acta

(

1970)

Professor William D. Shipman
"Rail Passenger Subsidies and Benefit-Cost Considerations,"

Journal of Transport Economics and Policy

Assistant Professor Brooks

The Medieval

Museum of Art,

(

197 1 )

W. Stoddard

Sculptor, with R. V. West.

1971.

Bowdoin College

.
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Mr. David R. Treadwell, Jr.
"Making It," Bowdoin Alumnus
Mr. Philip

S.

(

45

1970)

Wilder

Twenty-eight historical columns (As

We

Were), Brunswick

News (1970).
Assistant Professor Robert

I.

Willman

"Hobbes on the Law of Heresy," Journal of the History of Ideas
(1970).
Assistant Editor of

The

British Studies

Monitor (1970-71).
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APPENDIX

II

Enrollment

/.

8 I

kD

Students enrolled September 1970

be

962

Regular

I

5

^

1

§

2

to

^3

38

13

46

13

919

23
Exchange (here)
20
Studying away (Exchange and others)
38
Students who completed work January 1971
Students dropped for academic deficiencies
January 1971
Exchange students returning to home colleges
2nd Semester
Students leaving for study away ( Exchange
and others)
Students leaving for all other reasons between
September 1970 and January 1971
Special

...

....

Students enrolled January 27, 1971

10

20

4
20
28
918

Returned from study away

10

Students readmitted January 1971

11

New

students admitted January 1971

17

Special

9

Transfer

1

Exchange

7

//.

Geographic Distribution

(Regular students

who

entered September 1970)

66
48

New Hampshire
District of

Connecticut

30
14

California

11

New Jersey

11

Pennsylvania

10
6

Massachusetts

Maine

New York

Rhode
Ohio
Illinois

Island

4

Delaware

3

Columbia

...

3

Florida

3

Kentucky
Minnesota

3
.

3

Missouri

3

Oklahoma

3

5

Virginia

3

4

Washington

3"
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Wisconsin
Maryland
Texas
Colorado
Georgia
Michigan
Nebraska
Tennessee
*Of

these,

47

West Virginia

1

2

Ethiopia

2

2

Canada

1

1

France

1

1

Philippines

1

1

Turkey

1

3

1

255

Total

=

1

246 were freshmen

Distribution of Majors

///.

Class of

1971

Art

12

Greek

Biology

30
8
8

History

Biochemistry

Chemistry

2

Classics

Economics

20
17

English

Latin

5

Mathematics
Music

8

Philosophy

6

Physics

5

French

5

Psychology

German

5

Religion

1

Russian

Geology

Government

28

1

31

1

8
12
1

19

Sociology

Enrollment in Courses, 1970-1971

IV.

to

to
mester

1
§

fc<

CO

«

Afro- American

5, 6
Afro-American 201, 201
Art 1,2
Art 21, 22
Art 27, 28
Art 43,44
Art 44A
.

.

.

.

.

^i

to

fe,

Co

3

6

1

3

66

17

Biology 5

19
36

17

Biology 7
Biology 9

44

48
34

Biology 1,2
Biology 3, 4

....
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

32
16

-Cu

to

<o Co

23
8
16
52

20

.

35

.

37
12

11

Biology 202, 202

2

6

3

5

1

2

1

5

Biology 203, 203
Biology 204

1

1

Chemistry 11, 12
Chemistry 21,22
Chemistry 31,32

76
44

66
16

16

10

Art 201, 201
Art 202, 202
Art 203, 203
Art 204, 205
Art 206.

1

.

Astronomy

to

Co Co

-CX

to

Biology 11, 12
Biology 15, 16
Biology 201, 201

.

Art44B

mester

ring

=3

1, 1I

101

108

13

26

33
7

25
7

1

.

2
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Chemistry 42
Chemistry 43, 44
Chemistry 201,201
Chemistry 202, 202
Chemistry 203
Classics 12
Classics 201
Economics 1,1
Economics 2
Economics 3, 4
Economics 5, 6
Economics 7
Economics 10, 11
Economics 12, 16
Economics 13, 19
Economics 20
Economics 201, 201
Education 1,2
Education 5, 6
Education 201, 201
Education 202
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4

6

.

1

4
1

.

158

.

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

25

.

.

25

.

11

118

.

.

25

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

20
56
54
23
9
27

15

2

5

18

32

.

61
18

4
48
28

.

1

1

5

.

1

.

1,

8

7,

English 9
English 12

.

.

.

.

.

English 19, 20
English 30

.

.

55

.

.

15

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

English 31, 32
English 35, 36

English 41,

1

English 41, 2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

.

German 1,2
German 3,4.
German 5, 6
German 11, 12
German 15, 16
German 201, 201
German 202, 202
German 203
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

English 60, 60
English 61, 61

.

English 201, 201

18
16

28

46

22

8

16

38
23

29

9
16
71

5

13

.

.

.

.

9

7

7

17

English 202

.

.

.

English 203

.

.

.

.

French

.

.

.

.

5

13

4

5

4

6

.

1

3

.

23

13

.

7

15

.

1

4

40
26
18

37
20
16

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

.

12

7

14

10

1

3

2
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

10

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

36
106
23
6
21

26
30
20
50
8

60

.

.

33

24
28

.

.

113

44

.

.

1

2

.

.

.

1

7

.

.

.

14

.

History

12

4
9
5

.

9

13

13

15
.

.

English 50, 50

2

37
8

.

.

5

.

.

11

14

.

Geology 1,2
Geology 5,8.
Geology 201, 201
Geology 202

16

36

.

.

.

22

.

2

20
22
28

16
.

.

...

Government 1, 1
Government 2, 2
Government 3, 4
Government 6, 8
Government 7, 10
Government 11, 12
Government 14
Government 15
Government 16
Government 17
Government 18
Government 19, 20
Government 21,22
Government 23
Government 201,201
Government 202, 202
Government 203, 203
Government 204
Greek 1,2.
Greek 3, 4
Greek 5, 6
Greek 201

26
9

12

English 13, 14
English 17

1,

...
...

French 3,4
French 5, 6
French 9, 10
French 10
French 13, 14
French 15, 16
French 19, 19
French 20
French 201, 201
French 202, 202

.

Seminar 1,1
Seminar 2, 2
Seminar 3, 4
Seminar 5,5
Seminar 6,6
English

19

.

.

English

5
.

19
14
8
11

11

18

.

1

16
6

.

2

3

30
16

14
13

6

5

.

1

.

1

16

14
1
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History

5,

6

History 9, 11

History 12

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

History 13, 14
History 17, 23
History 20, 24
History 22, 25

.

.

History 32

.

History 33, 34
History 41, 42
History 201, 201
History 202, 202

History 203, 203
History 204
Ind.

.

18

17

24

.

.

.

.

19

15

.

.

.

20

31

.

.

.

112

126

.

85
19
12

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

85
8

15

11

14

27
20
10

33
21

1

9

7
3

.

Language Study

Chinese

4

Danish
3, 4

5

7

Latin 5
7,

8

Latin 201, 202

3

.

.

.

Mathematics 1,2
Mathematics 5
Mathematics 11, 12
Mathematics 12
Mathematics 13, 13
Mathematics 14, 14
Mathematics 21, 21
Mathematics 22, 22
Mathematics 25
Mathematics 26
Mathematics 30
Mathematics 31,32
Mathematics 34
Mathematics 35, 36
Mathematics 37, 38
Mathematics 39, 42
Mathematics 44
Mathematics 201, 201
Mathematics 202, 202
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

1

12

12

17

15

13

13

7

5

.

.

.

.

32

1

1

10

7

52

.

.

.

.

19

Physics 35

.

.

.

4

4

1

1

1

1

45
8

.

.

Physics 31, 32
Physics 33, 34
.

.

.

3

4

38

38
10

13

5

25
5

3

4

4
3

.

14

Physics 202

.

1

19

Physics 203

.

27

15

Psychology

1,

5

6
16

Psychology

3,

64
24

Psychology

1

14

4

2

Psychology 13, 14
Psychology 21

2

2

Psychology 23, 24

9

24
7
2

1

22

7

11

Physics 201, 201

.

.

17

1
.

Physics 25

.

6

1

.

Physics 11, 12

2

.

3

55
.

.

8
16

3

18

.

.

.

1

11

.

.

3

1

.

.

.

4

10

1

Physics 22

.

11

19
18

Physics 23, 24

.

17

.

15

.

6
31

8

33
17
10
47

.

7

41
8

.

27
22

.

.

.

19

.

.

19
22

57
88
27

.

5

1

.

.

.

....

Latin

Latin

.

1

.

.

40

.

Mathematics 203, 203
Mathematics 204, 204
AYI Seminar I, II
MiLSci. 11, 12
Mil.Sci.21,22
MiLSci. 31, 32
MiLSci. 41, 42
Music 1,2.
Music 3, 4
Music 11, 12
Music 13,14
Music 15, 15
Music 23, 24
Music 51,51
Music 52,52
Music 53, 54
Music 201
Music 202, 202
Music 203, 203
Music 204
Philosophy 1A
Philosophy IB, 1C
Philosophy 4
Philosophy 6
Philosophy 11, 12
Philosophy 21, 22
Philosophy 31, 31B
Philosophy 201, 201
Philosophy 202
.

.

.

31B

7

.

....
History 27, 28
History 29 ....
History 3 1C

49

20

.

History 26

History 31,

22

49

5

1

21
51

13

8

7
8

15

16

6
7

1
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Psychology 26

19

Psychology 201, 201

Psychology 202

.

5

4

.

Psychology 203
Religion 11, 12

1
.

86
36
36
14

Religion 15, 16
Religion 17
.

Religion 21, 22

Religion 23, 25
Religion 31,32

Russian

1,

Russian

3,

Russian

5,

2

4

.

Sociology 1,2
Sociology

3, 5

Sociology

6,

Sociology

8, 1

Sociology

9,

7

.

.

.

.

.

.

13
Sociology 201, 20 1
Sociology 202

Spanish

3,

4

Spanish

9,

10

.

Speech

1,

11
.

23

12

5

.

.

26

6

5

4

7

.

1

8

.

10

7

9

7

6
4

10

3

11

.

7

21
14
14

.

11

3
1

15

.

Ill

100

16

.

36
47

9
28

17

13

21

36

23

5

13

19
20
21
22

.

.

.

.

6
14
16
5

12
5

.

8
18
16

.

7

.

.

.

13

7

.

5

2

23
24

.

2

25

.

1

26

.

10

3

15

1

23

7

14

.

1

.

18

.

13
14

18

1

49

.

.

Spanish 11
Spanish 201

2

2

11

1

.

3

.

9

16

12

4

3

6

.

5

Russian 10

Russian 201, 201
Russian 203, 204

.

6

.

.

65
32

.

16

Religion 34

Religion 201, 201
Religion 202

7

Speech 5,
Speech 7,
Speech 8
Speech 201, 201
Interdepartment II
Senior Seminar 1

.

6
11

6
15

REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To

the President of

I

Bowdoin College:

have the honor to submit a report for the Bowdoin College

Library for the year 1970-1971.

This report will reveal no spectacular changes. Rather,

it

will

be a record of continuing progress and some portents for the future.
The following table gives a partial picture of the Library over
the past five years:

P
Q
ffl

(n

<
z
o
So
</>

Hw

zgo
agl

1965-66

248,425

76,823

128,956

1966-67

249,833

84,330

1967-68

272,711

1968-69

1969-70

Ho,
Ptt

1.

9<

1-1

w

3

S <
gOw
tt,

U5

v.!

<

u<u

«^z

2a

315,792

6.1

N.A.

13,995

329,133

5.6

1,249

14,092

18,947

399.508

5.8

1,458

26

11,722

15,984

414,830

5.4

1,543

26

11,989

14,178

429,008

5.1

1,577

§1
S.l/3

CO
><

21.5

12,133

12,571

10.3

23.3

14,933

11

14

25

165,701

10

16

174,830

10

16

u5i

2*Hu)

11

10.5

134,698

13

87,161

151,654

278,293

98,387

286,881

97,820

-)

1

For an explanation of the discrepancy between the count for 1966-1967 and
1967-1968, see the Librarian's Report for 1967-1968.

The column showing the growth of the Collections is especially
significant. The Hawthorne-Longfellow stacks have been filled
beyond their rated capacity and plans have been drawn to move
during the summer 30,000 volumes still in the Dewey classification to the second floor of the Hubbard Hall stacks. Effort will
be made to separate from the books being moved those for
which current need is most obvious, and those moved to Hubbard
Hall will be recataloged as they are called for by readers. The
move will allow about three years of growth space in the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library stacks.
Before the three-year grace period ends, a number of alterna-
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tives

to gain shelf space

must be explored. Book capacity

of

Hawthorne-Longfellow Library can be increased by adding stacks
in corridors and passageways. Such a step would mean a diminution of the spacious and open quality of the building, but it would
allow the continuation of one of the best features of the building:
the ease with which readers have access to the entire collection.
Installation of compact storage units in the Special Collections
suite would bring the overcrowded conditions in that area within
manageable proportions and allow the space intended for readers
to be used for

original purpose.

its

one of two ways: as an
extension of Hawthorne-Longfellow Library with direct reader

Hubbard Hall

access,

stacks can be utilized in

housing a segment of the Library's

live collection; or as

a

closed storage unit housing lesser-used materials. If the stacks are

used in the latter manner, books can be shelved by

size rather

than

in classified order, thereby gaining considerable additional storage

capacity but denying readers direct access to the books.

Over the next three years these possibilities must be explored
and binding decisions made so that costs can be integrated in the
College's long-range plans and the necessaty steps taken in logical
progression rather than as emergency measures.
Measurable use of the Library's collections

is

as follows:

1965-66

1966-67

1967-68

1968-69

1969-70

32,817

36,633

35,185

34,412

36,791

24,535

23,876

16,185

16,053

12,293

57,352

60,509

51,370

50,465

49,084

Lent (for
extended use)
Lent (from
reserve)

An interesting statistic that graphically indicates a shift in
ing emphasis

is

the figure for circulation from reserve

teach-

lists. It

con-

firms the changing emphasis from assigned reading to wide read-

ing and research, and

it

makes

increasingly evident the importance

of a strong library collection to the quality of undergraduate education at Bowdoin.

The

Library must

satisfy, directly

or by other

means, the needs of the students. The College's library, no less
than its salary levels, must be competitive with those of other
private

New

England colleges

research needs

if

the College

is

in its ability to support at least basic

to attract

and hold a strong

faculty.
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In a time of severe financial pressure, these are particularly troublei

some considerations.
an unacceptably high
to the building, as an alternative to indi-

Unrecorded use of books continues
level.

f

Policing the exit

at

vidual and community commitments to the integrity of the Library's collections, bears a heavy price, however, in money and in
furthering the decline of individual responsibility for the welfare
1

1

of the community.
Interlibrary loan transactions continue to increase. Last year a

Itotal of 1,637 transactions

were recorded, compared with 1,373

during the previous year. Special Collections use continues to
crease:

:

i

886 books and 432 manuscript items were

I

consulted; 2,307

Xerox copies were supplied; and, in addition, 197 written inquiries
were answered. During the year, 408 readers used the collections.
Two more years should see the major recataloging effort completed. There will still remain, however, considerable material that
needs eventually to be organized and recorded in public records,
but the most urgently needed books will be part of the Library of
Congress

>

in-

classification.

There are only two staff changes to be recorded here. Miss Mary
Margaret Benson joined the cataloging staff last September and
brings to the Library special skills in languages. In September,

Richard B. Reed joined the

become head of Special Collections, and his background in history and special libraries is beI ing utilized to the full in continuing the organization and servicing
of the collections. Mr. Derbyshire continues to direct the cataloging
unit with his usual competence. As assistant librarian, Mr. Cohen
has added many duties to his work with documents, and the Librarian owes a special debt to all the staff for their unfaltering
dedication to the cause of providing good library service to the
ii

staff to

f

!

s

)

1

!

I

college community.

This report must not close without recording the sense of institutional and personal loss caused by the death of John C. Pickard
'22. Few could match the record of service to the Library that he

pleft
I

behind.

Not only

did he contribute to the strength of the Li-

brary's collections over the years with continuing gifts of rare

(valuable books, but he gave personally of his time and talent
it

was needed. His

wise, patient,

and

when

and unfailing leadership during

54
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,

the planning and construction of the Hawthorne-Longfellow Li-

brary was only one outstanding example.

The

Library has lost a

faithful friend indeed.

The

Librarian gladly acknowledges his debt to

Dean

of the

Faculty Olin C. Robison for patient counsel and unfailing understanding, and to the Faculty Library
tion of Professor

Edward Pols

for

its

Committee under the
support and counsel.

direc-

Respectfully submitted,

Arthur Monke
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APPENDIX
Donors
It is

of

Funds or Books, 1970-1971

always pleasant to acknowledge the gifts of

money and books from

generous alumni and friends of the College.
Three new endowment funds for the purchase of books were established

Ray W.

Pettengill '05

and Mrs. Pettengill established
two funds, one honoring Mr. Pettengill's father and mother, to be called
the Daniel W. and Martha A. Pettengill Fund, and the other in honor of
Mrs. Pettengill's father and mother, the George Thomas and Lilly Little
;Fund. No book fund in the Bowdoin College Library could be more appropriate than one honoring the memory of George Thomas Little 77, LiI'brarian of the College from 1883 to 1915.
A gift by Andrew T. Rolfe '35 established the Charles E. Rolfe Memorial
iduring the past year.
|

iBook Fund in memory of his
established Sills

Philip

The

father, of the Class of 1902.

Book Fund was

The

previously

increased by a gift from Mr. and Mrs.

M. Brown.
Library continues to receive gifts of valuable and important books

This year an outstanding collection of John C.
was presented to the College by his grandson, Dr.
jjDavid G. Underwood II, and Mrs. Underwood. Included in the collection
iis a remarkable diary Dr. Parker kept while on a Bowdoin Arctic expedition led by Professor Leslie A. Lee in 1891.

and

literary materials.

[Parker '86 family papers

Gordon

Hargraves '19 and Mrs. Hargraves gave the College
la great archive of Charles Brockden Brown papers. The Bringhurst family
[was prominently represented in the correspondence, and this year a fine
Last year

S.

complementing the others came
from Roger E. Stoddard.
Other donors of books and funds include Albert Abrahamson '26,
tjFranklin Adams III '68, Charles F. Adams '12, Mrs. Julie D. Albert, Alcoa
Foundation, Andover Historical Society, The Anthoensen Press, Joseph F.
Antizzo, Miss Helen Atkinson, John M. Bachulus '22, Floyd B. Barbour '60,
!Bath Marine Museum, Mrs. Hazel W. Battles, John L. Baxter '16, Robert
IK. Beckwith, Michael Benedict, Francis S. Benjamin, Jr. '36, Mrs. Henry
Beston, Mrs. Marcia Godfrey Boudreau, Vance N. Bourjaily '44, Bowdoin
[Peace Movement, Mrs. Howard Bowen, Herbert Ross Brown H'63, David
Burnett, Miss Mildred Burrage, William S. Burton '37, Kenneth E. Carpenter '58, Mrs. Brinly S. Carter, Mrs. Charles A. Cary, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
[collection of additional Bringhurst letters
[to

the College as a gift

G

Dan E. Christie '37, Alexander P. Clark '34,
Terry
Clark '62, George Frederick Clarke, Cyril
N.
Jr.,
Clemens, Arthur H. Cole '11, James S. Coles H'68, Douglas E. Crabtree
60, George V. Craighead '25, Currier Gallery of Art, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond F. DaBoll, Joseph G. Deering, Joseph J. Derbyshire, John
Dono-

Chard, Sheldon Christian '37,
|C. E.

Frazer Clark,

C

van,

Abraham

E.

Dorfman

'53,

Richard N. Dyer, Warner Eustis, Gerald
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Miss Harriet M. Flye, William C
Foster H'68, Roy A. Foulke
William A. C. Francis, Mrs. Melvina Frost,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Fulle, Edwin Gamble, Miss Jeannette Graustein,
A. LeRoy Greason, George J. Hamilton, Jr., Mrs. Margaret Nichols Hardenbergh, Richard Harwell, Edward C. Hawes '16, Ernst C. Helmreich,
Holmes '52, Mrs. E. Eugene Holt, Mrs.
George A. Hinckley, Julian
Elizabeth Gilmore Holt, Richard H. Hornberger '45, Roger Howell, Jr.,
'58, Mrs. John H. Hoy, Clarence H. Johnson '28, Samuel E. Kamerling,
Stafford Kay '64, Marcoe O. Kellogg, Mrs. Robert Kneeland, U. C. Knoepflmacher, Jesper Langer, Charles P. Leach '62, Sturgis E. Leavitt '08, Eaton
Leith, W. Robert Levin '44, Lincoln County Commissioners, Noel C. Little
'17, Mrs. Charles H. Livingston, William N. Locke '30, John McKee,
Mrs. Howard S. McPhee, Maine Medical Association, Maine State Archives,
John F. Meekins '59, William F. Merrill, Robert F. Metzdorf, Miss Margaret S. Miller, Robert E. Moody, Mrs. Josephine Card Morrison, James M.
Moulton, Warren Murray, Sterling D. Nelson '35, Roger B. Nichols '45,
Bruce E. Nilsson '64, Roger A. Nye, Miss Dorothy Abbott Peck, Wil Penney, estate of Edith Perkins, George E. Pettengill '33, Karl R. Philbrick '23,
Kyle M. Phillips, Jr. '56, Mrs. John C. Pickard, Henry H. Pierce, Jr., Jotham
D. Pierce '39, Sumner T. Pike '13, Ellison S. Purington '12, Christopher
H. Pyle '61, George H. Quinby '23, Benjamin C. Ray '62, Gerhard O. Render '31, Richard A. Rhodes II '44, Glenn K. Richards '60, Mrs. Cecil V.
Rowland, Mrs. Paul F. Russell, Theodore E. Russell, Mrs. Barbara Sessions,
Mrs. Randolph
Shaw, Mrs. Vincent Shea, Arthur Sherbo '47, Earle G.
Shettleworth, Jr., John D. Shove, L. M. C. Smith, Richard F. Snow '61,
Sherman D. Spector '50, Alexander Standish '21, Foster Tallman '50, Obert
C. Tanner, Strom Thurmond, Trinity College Library, Thomas
Van
Cleve H'54, Robert L. Volz, Hans von Brockdorff, Barry C. Waldorf '58,
Mrs. Paul A. Walker, Mrs. Henry E. Warren, Henry W. Wells, Howard
E. Whalin, William B. Whiteside, Luther G. Whittier '13, Philip S. Wilder
'23, Mrs. Warren F. Witherell, Willard P. Woodman '16, Gary W. Woolson, Leland C. Wyman '18, Mme Marguerite Yourcenar H'68, W. T. Zyla
R. Farrington, William A. Fickett

'54,

'19,

G

G

G

REPORT OF THE
DIRECTOR OF THE MUSEUM OF ART
\To the President of

Bowdoin College:

have the honor of submitting the following report for the
jyear ending April 30, 1971.
I

Exhibitions
During the twelve-month period covered by this report, the
Museum mounted sixteen temporary exhibitions. Of this number
leleven were organized by the Museum or based on its permanent
jcollections. A special exhibition, Landscape in Maine: 1870-1970,
(was organized cooperatively by Bowdoin, Colby College, and the
JI.

i

University of

Maine

at

Orono

in observance of the state sesqui-

jcentennial.

Of

particular importance to the

Museum

as a teaching tool

was

The Medieval Sculptor, a major exhibition made possible by a grant
,from the Braitmayer Foundation. Included in the exhibition, which

drew on the resources of several major American collections of
medieval art, were significant original examples of Romanesque
land Gothic sculpture selected by Professor Brooks W. Stoddard,
i

j

who also wrote the catalogue essay.
was a small exhibition of Hyman Bloom drawings organized by David P. Becker 70, whose exemplary services

Of

interest, too,

as curatorial assistant will be greatly missed next year.

No

funds

iwere appropriated for the curatorial position requested by the Di-

1970-1971 and 1971-1972, but arrangements were
imade to utilize the services of Mr. Becker, who works for no salary
land whose room and board costs are absorbed by the College. Because of Mr. Becker's very real help, the Museum was able to mount
ia number of small exhibitions in addition to, and concurrent with,
its major exhibitions. The number and variety of these exhibitions
can be seen on the attached list. It should be stressed that such
[curatorial assistance was purely fortuitous. While the Museum
would like to continue to have such a position, no volunteers have
yet been found for the coming year. Even if the Museum is able to
rector in fiscal

I
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continue this plan,

it

should

still

be considered an expedient and no

substitute for a fully professional staff

II.

|

member.

Acquisitions
In the period covered by this report the

Museum

acquired by

purchase sixteen paintings, ten drawings and watercolors, fortyseven prints, and six miscellaneous items, and received by gift

or'

bequest fifteen paintings, three drawings and watercolors, twenty-

seven prints, and one miscellaneous item.

That the Museum was able to acquire by purchase a number of
works of art during this period, in spite of an increasing scarcity
of pieces appropriate to a teaching collection, is due in great part
to the continuing support of our friends and alumni. In particular,
the bequest of the late Florence Quinby honoring the memory of
Henry Cole Quinby IT 16 has made possible the acquisition of certain pieces normally beyond consideration. At the same time, the
bequest has helped, temporarily, to supplement other restricted incomes which have not been able to keep pace with the rapidly rising
prices that distinguish today's art market. If this current trend continues, the small

museum

with limited endowment income will

evitably find itself unable to purchase high quality original

of

in-

works

art.

Yet Bowdoin has been fortunate

in finding

examples which

fill

long-standing gaps in certain essential areas and give added depth

and breadth to

fields already represented.

Of

particular note

is

the

sixteenth-century panel, Panoramic Landscape with the Story of
Lot, by Herri

Met de

Bles,

who

stands between Patinir and the

elder Bruegel in the development of Flemish landscape painting.

Other important purchases have given the Museum
amples of paintings by the seventeenth-century Dutch

Moeyaert and Hendrik van
century masters as

its first

artists

ex-

C.

C

and drawings by such twentiethFrank Kupka, Oskar Schlemmer, and George
Vliet,

Grosz.

Other important purchases include landscapes by Robert Henri
and Leon Kroll; an I860 still life by Thomas Hill; drawings by

Thomas Moran, Daniel Huntington, and Reuben

Tarn; and a

num-

ber of American and European prints, including another fine im-

I

j
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pression by Charles Meryon, a woodcut by Lyonel Feininger, and
a superb color aquatint by Jacques Villon.

In addition to purchases, a
collections.

Of

number

special interest

is

of gifts have enhanced the

the donation by Mrs. John H.

Halford of thirteen European and American paintings, including

two early American portraits given by Karl R. Philbrick '23; a number of prints and watercolors
presented by Charles F. Adams '12; and an outstanding landscape
drawing by the American artist Hyman Bloom from an anonymous
a portrait by

Rembrandt

Peale;

donor.

The Museum has been

fortunate in receiving gifts for specific

purposes during this period from anonymous alumni and friends of
the Museum. These include an endowed fund to underwrite the
cost of carpeting the three

major exhibition

galleries,

and another

fund which will permit the Museum to attend to a number of urgent conservation programs of works in its collections.
These and the other gifts received by the Museum have done

much

to enrich the

Museum's

potential.

Whether

or not the

Mu-

seum can continue the enrichment of its collections and at the same
time make them more accessible depends on a number of imponderables. Without continued and expanded support from the College, alumni,

future of the

and

however, any questions concerning the
cannot even be framed, let alone answered.

friends,

Museum

Publications
In November 1970

III.

the

Museum

rected edition of the catalogue

The

issued the revised

and

Salton Collection of Renais-

sance and Baroque Medals and Plaquettes. Also, the decision

made

to initiate an annual bulletin, the

appear

this fall, to

make

the

cor-

Bowdoin

first issue

was

of which will

collections

known

to a

and laymen. Both publications were made
possible by a fund, the establishment of which was announced in
a previous report. The fund also enabled the Museum to publish a
portfolio, "Saltmarsh," with drawings by Mark Forrester Libby
and an introductory text by James Russell Wiggins, former amwider

circle of scholars

bassador to the United Nations. Presently being prepared

is

a sorely

needed handbook of the collections. While the routine duties and
commitments of the Director prevent this last project from being
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realized as quickly as

was

originally projected,

it

should be ready

for publication late in 1972.

During this period the Museum also successfully applied for a
Ford Foundation Matching Grant to publish a catalogue of the
large collection of medallions and plaquettes given by Marchesa
Molinari in 1966-1967. A noted British scholar, Graham Pollard,
agreed to be editor of the publication and was in residence at Bowdoin in April to begin the necessary work of selection. Additional
assistance in the preparation of the catalogue was given by Dr.
Ingrid Weber of Munich.
During this period the Museum published three catalogues and
one portfolio and distributed an additional catalogue to members.
Additional financing for these publications came from the Associates Program. There was a significant rise in the membership of
the Associates Program from 792 in 1969-1970 to 877 in the
period covered by this report.
During the period of this report a number of distinguished visitors and scholars visited the collections, including Jeanette Brun,
Zurich; K. Haak, director, Historical Museum, Amsterdam; Dr.
Erich Hirschler, chairman, Art Department, Dennison University;
Peter Kubelka, curator, Austrian Film Museum, Vienna; Dr. Ulrich
Middledorf, Florence; Professor Kyle M. Phillips, Jr. '56, Department of Near Eastern and Classical Archaeology, Bryn Mawr
College; Graham Pollard, Keeper of Coins and Medals and deputy
director, Fitzwilliam

Museum, Cambridge, England;

berg, curator of painting, the Louvre, Paris; P.

Pierre Rosen-

van Thiel,

curator,

Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam; Mr. and Mrs. Morton Vose, Boston;
and Dr. Ingrid Weber, Munich.
IV.

Operations

Museum
25,924

attendance during the period covered in this report was

—an

time, the

increase of 6,645 visitors over last year.

At

the same

Museum began a program to train volunteer docents. The

group of fourteen, coordinated by Mrs. Jeanne Mayo, introduced 600 grade school children from the local communities, and
as far away as Jay, to the collections on a scheduled basis. We hope
that the existence of this program will encourage more schools to
first

schedule such

visits for their pupils.

|

;
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On

a functional basis, the

6l

Museum is faced with the major prob-

lem of finding adequate space in which to conduct its activities.
There are many areas in which the Museum and the Department
of Art share space, much to the discomfort of everyone concerned.

No

long-term

Museum

projects can be discharged with any sense

of continuity because of interruptions and constant need to move.

An

illustration of this

to the storage area.

storage

is

problem

When

the relationship of the classroom

classes are in session, access to painting

blocked. This hampers

critical periods,

such as

when

objects being put into storage.

ment and

is

Museum

efficiency at certain

exhibitions are being

With

mounted or

the projected increased enroll-

the probable increased utilization of the classroom, there

may soon come a time when storage access is completely denied to
the Museum during the day. Even if new construction were started
immediately, the time lag

is

such that some temporary interim

Museum more space are urgently indicated.
In the Director's opinion, the Museum should attempt to expand
its activities as much as feasible, fostering the increased interest in

measures to allot the

new generation of students and meeting its
commitments to the larger world of scholars and art lovers. The
Museum's most pressing needs at this time are for a curator and
adequate working and exhibition space.
The problems put forward by former directors and the present
Director over the last decade in these reports still pertain and the
necessity for solution is, if anything, more pressing.
the arts exhibited by a

Respectfully submitted,

Richard V. West
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APPENDIX
/.

May 21-June

Exhibitions

1820-1970 (a sesquicentennial exSponsored by the Maine Federation of Women's Clubs,
through a grant from Sears-Roebuck Foundation, the Maine State Commission on the Arts and the Humanities, Colby College, Bowdoin College, and the University of Maine at Orono.
July 3-August 22: American Printmaking: The First 150 Years. Lent by
28: Landscape in Maine:

hibition).

the Museum of Graphic Art.
August 28-September 20: Recent Graphics from Prague. Lent by the

Smithsonian Institution.

August 28-October 18 (downstairs gallery): "Saltmarsh." Drawings by

Mark

Forrester Libby.

September 25-November 1: Tiventieth -Century Paintings and Drawings
from the Permanent Collections.
November 6-December 6: Photographs by C. C. Church.
November 6-December 6 (downstairs gallery): A Rediscovered Nineteenth-Century Maine Landscapist. Augustus Abel Gibson.
December 11-January 31: Kathe Kollwitz Prints & Drawings from the
Landauer Collection. Lent by the University of Connecticut.
December 16-January 10 (downstairs gallery) Albrecht Durer: Life of
:

the Virgin Series.

January 11-January 31 (downstairs gallery) Abe Morell Photographs.
January 31-February 25 (downstairs gallery): Recent Photographs Sub:

mitted for Independent Study Projects.

February 12-March 14: The Medieval Sculptor.
February 26-March 21 (downstairs gallery): Persian and Indian Minia-

from the Museum's Collection.
March 19-April 25: Thomas Eakins: His Photographic Works. Lent by
tures

the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.
March 22-April 25 (downstairs gallery) Drawings by Hyman Bloom.
April 30-May 23: Recent Acquisitions, 1968-1970.
:

II.

Loans

to

Other Museums

Harrison B. Brown, Country Road and Woodland Pool; Charles Codman,
Down East, 1838; Charles O. Cole, John Glidden Stetson. June 24-

A

Century of Portland Painters, 1820-1920 exhibition;
Portland Museum of Art, Maine.
Anonymous, Brig Frances of Bath. July 1-August 12: Textiles in Maine
exhibition; Treat Gallery, Bates College, Maine.
Alex Katz, Beach Scene and Cutout of Edwin. January 7-February 7, 1971:
Alex Katz, Retrospective exhibition; Utah Museum of Fine Art, Uni-

October

6,

1970:

versity of Utah. February

24-April

14, 1971:

Art Gallery, University of

.

.

.

.
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California at San Diego. July 16-October

3,

1971: Minnesota

63

Museum

of Art, Minnesota. November 10-December 31, 1971: Wadsworth
Athenaeum, Connecticut.
Hellenistic, Dancing Satyr. February 1-April 30: Dance in Sculpture exhibition; Library and Museum of the Performing Arts, The New York
Public Library at Lincoln Center,

New York.

John Smibert, The Continence of Scipio. March 24-April 25, 1971: Philadelphia Painting and Printing to 1776 exhibition; Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts, Pennsylvania.

///.

(Shown
October 4-5, 1970: The Bride

November

1-2, 1970:

December 6-7, 1970:

Films

Museum

to

Wore Black

Associates)

(France)

Symphonie Pastorale (France)
Sally of the

January 10-11, 1971: Greetings

Sawdust (USA)

(USA)

February 7-8, 1971: Zero for Conduct (France), Simon of the Desert
(Mexico) and The Immortal Story (France)
,

March 7-12, 1971: Czechoslovakian Film
Closely Watched Trains; Sisyfos

Festival/II

Intimate Lighting

Report on the Party and the Guests
The Fifth Horseman is Fear
April 4-5, 1971 Pierrot
:

May

2-3, 1971:

le

Fou (France)

The Troublemaker (USA)

Shorter films offered during the regular monthly schedule included: Labyrinth (Poland), Archaeology (Poland), Habeas Corpus (USA), The
American Way (USA), Interregnum (USA), The Grateful Dead
(USA) and Unsere Afrikareise (Austria)
,

IV. Gifts
F. Adams
French (1813-1894), Landscape
with Cattle; D. Weston Elliott '97, American (1874-1949), Monhegan,
Maine; and Emile Levy, French (1826-1890), Saint Severin, Paris;

Charles

etchings

'12: Charles Jacque,

(1970.36-.38). British,

19th century, Highland Lake with

ca. 1850; and French ( ? ) early 19th century, Pastorale Scene with
Sheep; watercolors ( 1970.39-.40)

Ruins,

,

Anonymous: Hyman Bloom, American
Moonlight, 1967, charcoal on paper

(

(b.

1970.17 )

1913), Landscape #21:

.

.

.
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Edwin Gamble: Nandor

Lajos Varga, Hungarian (b. 1895), Florence;

Mother and Child; Romezzano; and

Italian Landscape; etchings (1970.-

19.1-.4).

John H. Halford

Memory of John

H. Halford '07: Ralph
A. Blakelock, American (1847-1919), Evening Landscape with Horsemen; and Henry Gritten, British (act. 1835-1849), Rue du Bee, Rouen,
1839; oils on panel (1970.54 & .66). Alexander H. Wyant, American
(1836-1892), Landscape; Joseph Ropes, American (1812-1885), Mt.
Washington from North Conway; Peter F. Rothermel, American (18171895), Study of the Artist's Son, 1862; Jane Stuart (attrib.), American
( 1812-1888) Martha Washington; Rembrandt Peale, American ( 17781860), Portrait of Mr. Morton; Thomas Beach, British (1738-1806),
Major Earl Hawker, 1780; School of Gottfried Kneller, British ( 1646-

Mrs.

in

,

1723), Portrait of a Gentleman; Jules Dupre, French (1812-1889),
Landscape with Fisherman; Spanish (?), 17th-18th century, The Apple
Woman; Jakob Gillig (attrib.), Dutch (ca. 1636-1701), Fish Still Life
with Maid; and George Morland, British (1763-1804), Landscape with
Goats; oils on canvas ( 1970.55-.65).

Mrs. Herbert E. Hawkes: Amerind, Zufii, 19th century, Water Jar with
"House of Deer" decoration, ceramic (1970.31).
Karl R. Philbrick '23: E. E. Finch, American (act. 1833-1850), Rev.
Alfred Johnson, 1833; and American, late 18th century, Sarah Cross
Johnson; oils on canvas ( 1971. 4-. 5 )
Jasper J. Stahl '09 (Bequest of): Various framed reproductions and
miscellaneous etchings

(

1970.67.1-.19).

Wesley an University: Harry

Nadler, American, 20th century, Harry

Nadler Paintings j Drawings, 1971, color serigraph (1971.10).

V. Purchases
Josef Albers,

German-American

1888):

(b.

Variant VIII,

serigraph

(1970.51).
Tulia Beeri, Czechoslovakian (b. 1929)

:

Le

Soleil

(The Sun), color etching

(1971.7.1).

Eugene

Bejot, French

(1865-1934): UEglise de Treboul, 1921, etching

(1970.45).

Thomas Bewick, British (1753-1828): Horsemen (from
1800, wood engraving ( 1971.7.5 )
Robert Birmelin, American

(b.

"Select Fables"),

1933): Reflections-Underpass, etching

(1970.71).

William Blake, British (1757-1827) Thou Hast Fulfilled the Judgment
of the Wicked, 1825, engraving ( 1970.50)
Herri Met de Bles, Flemish ( 1480-1560) Panoramic Landscape, tempera
on panel (1970.78).
:

:

..

.

.

.

.
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Frederic Bouchot, French

(1798-ca.

sonate a vingt doigts, lithograph

(

65

I860): Execution brillante d'une

1971.1

)

Bristol, American (1826-1909): An Autumn Afternoon
Near Bolton, Lake George, oil on canvas ( 1970.23)
C. C. Church, American (b. 1944) Grapevine and Gretchen Reflections,

John Bunyan

:

black-and-white photographs

(

1970.77.1-.2).

Dean Cushman, American (b. 1935): Ovid, 1970, pastel (1970.30).
Thomas Doughty, American ( 1793-1856) Illustrations from "The Cabinet
:

of Natural History and American Rural Sports" one engraving and

twenty-three lithographs, colored
Josef Eberz,

(

1970. 18.1 -.24 )

German (1880-1942): Klosteranwesen,

(1970.70).
Eberhard Eggers, German

(b.

1918, lithograph

1940): Das Tal des Tec, 1970, etching

(1971.7.2).

Lyonel

Feininger,

American

(1871-1956):

Steamer,

1920,

woodcut

(1971.8).

Gavarni (G. S. Chevalier), French (1804-1866): Mefie-toi Coquardeau!
("Le Carnaval a Paris," No. I), 1841, lithograph ( 1971.2).
Ray George, American, 20th century: Analytical Landscape, 1967, etching
and aquatint ( 1970.69 )
German, 19th century: Panoramic Landscape, ca. 1800, watercolor (1970.43).

George Grosz, German-American (1893-1959): (A) Alone, (B) The
Stroller, 1919, ink (1970.20); and "Der Spiesser-Spiegel," 1925, book
(1970.47).

James Hamilton, American (1819-1878): Sunset at the Seacoast, 1874,
oil on canvas ( 1970.16)
William M. Hart, American (1823-1894): Steer Study, oil on canvas
(1970.44).

Robert Henri, American (1865-1929)

Coal Breaker, 1902, oil on canvas
(1970.48).
Hermann Herzog, German- American (1832-1932): View of Lake Luzerne Opposite Brunnen, ca. 1870, oil on board (1970.21).

Eugene Higgins, American

(

:

1874-1958)

:

Homeward Bound,

oil

on panel

(1970.24).

Thomas

Hill,

American (1829-1908): Floral

Still

Life with Bird's Nest,

1860, oil on canvas ( 1970.33)
Karl Hundertwasser, Austrian, 20th century: Good Morning City (Bleeding Town), 1969, lithograph and intaglio (1970.26).

Daniel Huntington, American (1816-1906): Study of a Hunter, 1871;
Right Hand Study; and Inspiration ( Self -Portrait ?), pencil drawings
(1970.27.1-.3).

17th century: Daedalus and Icarus, plaquette (1970.28).
Kroll, American (b. 1884) Monhegan Landscape, 1913, oil on panel
(1970.79).

Italian,

Leon

:

.

.

. .

.

.
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Frank Kupka, Czechoslovakian ( 1871-1957) Initiation II, 1911-12, charcoal and chalk ( 1970.35 )
Scott Leighton, American ( 1849-1898) Landscape, oil on canvas ( 1970.:

:

29).

Edmund Daren

Lewis, American

(

1835-1910)

:

Lake George, 1869,

oil

on

canvas (1970.32).

Mark

F. Libby,

American

(b.

1948)

Kent

:

Island,

No.

1,

1970, pen

(

1970.-

42).
Aristide Maillol, French

(1861-1944):

Illustration

1937-43, woodcut (1971.7.4).
(1819-1891):
Jervis McEntee, American

Autumn, 1881, oil on canvas
Carl Mense,

(

from "Georgiques,"

Evening

Landscape

—Late

1970.53).

German (1886-1965): Trommler

(Cabaret Trio), 1920, lithograph

trio

in einern

Variete

1970.72).

(

Charles Meryon, French (1821-1868)

Le Petit Pont, etching (1970.68).
Claesz Cornelius Moeyaert, Dutch (1592-1655) Joseph Revealing Himself to His Father in the Presence of His Brothers, oil on canvas ( 1970.:

:

41).

Thomas Moran, American (1837-1926): Distant
Boston?), pencil (1971.3).
Regnier Nooms (Zeeman), Dutch
"Eerste Deel," 1656, etching

(

City,

1880 (View of

(1623-1667): Title page

to

the

1970.46)

1870-1932) Wanda Landowska, 1917, etching and
aquatint (1970.25); and The Sculptor A. Gaul Working, 1922, etching
and drypoint ( 1970.73 )
Crispin de Passe the Elder, Flemish ( 1565-1637) Saul Orders the Priests
Emil Orlik, Austrian

(

:

:

to be Slain, engraving

(

1970.49)

Francois Rude, French (1784-1855):

Head

of a

Gaul from 'The De-

parture of the Volunteers," bronze ( 1970.80)
Oskar Schlemmer, German (1888-1943): Head in Profile on a Black
Sectioned Background, 1927, chalk and pencil (1970.34).
Reiner Schwarz, German (b. 1940) Der Schlag (The Blow), 1969, lithograph (1970.74).
Henry Pember Smith, American (1854-1907): A Country Landscape,
1881, oil on canvas (1970.22).
Reuben Tarn, American (b. 1916): Coastline Spruce, ink (1970.52).
Felix Valloton, Swiss (1865-1925): Au secours! on me vole une cote:

lette!
( 1971.7.3).
., 1902, color lithograph
Jacques Villon, French (1875-1963): La Normande, 1905, color aquatint
.

.

(1971.9).

Hendrik van Vliet, Dutch (1611-1675): Interior of St. James Church in
the Hague, 1667, oil on canvas ( 1971.6)
Charles E. Wadsworth, American, 20th century: Anemones, 1967, color
intaglio (1970.75); and Views from the Island, 1970, book (1970.76).
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